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Abstract 

 

Impact of Viscoelastic Polymer flooding on 

Residual Oil Saturation in Sandstones 

 

 

Daniel Howard Ehrenfried, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2013 

 

Supervisor:  Matthew T. Balhoff 

 

The objective of this research was to determine whether the use of polymer 

compounds with elastic properties can reduce residual oil saturation in porous media 

below that of brine or inelastic polymerized solutions. One hypothesis is that long-chain 

polymer molecules experience stress and a resulting strain when they flow through pore 

throat constrictions. If the fluid residence time in larger pore spaces is insufficient to 

allow full relaxation, then strain can accumulate. Sufficient strain results in normal forces 

which can impinge on oil interfaces and potentially mobilize them. A second hypothesis 

suggests that polymerized solutions can temporarily protect flowing oil filaments from 

snap off, allowing them to flow longer and de-saturate further than they would otherwise. 

The approach taken in this thesis was to conduct a series of core floods in several 

different sandstones using displacement fluids with elasticity ranging from none to those 

with extremely high relaxation times. Accelerated flow rate was also employed to reduce 

residence time and maximize the accumulation of elastic strain and normal force 
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potential. Experiments were designed to provide direct comparisons between both non-

elastic and elastic floods but also multiple floods with increasing elasticity. The results 

were inconclusive with some experiments showing additional oil recovery that could be 

attributed to elastic mechanisms. Most experiments, however, showed no significant 

difference between elastic and non-elastic floods when experimental parameters were 

controlled within narrow limits. 

This research did refine the experimental context in which elastic effects are most 

likely to be observed. As such, it can serve as a precursor to additional core flooding in 

oil-wet systems, experiments conducted at reservoir temperature, and those where the 

pressure gradient of the flood is held constant and the flow rate allowed to vary. 

Computer aided tomography could also be employed to visualize the mobilization of oil 

with different displacement fluids, identify where bypassed oil occurs with unstable 

floods, and determine how oil is subsequently mobilized with better conformance and or 

elasticity. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

Recovery of oil from geologic reservoirs is often characterized in three phases, 

primary, secondary, and tertiary (enhanced) oil recovery. Primary recovery utilizes the 

natural energy stored in the reservoir due to sedimentary compaction and subsequent 

fluid expansion to expel fluids through production wells at lower pressure than the 

reservoir. Pressure drawdown in the wellbore creates a gradient that mobilizes fluids 

towards the lower pressure wells. This fluid expansion drive can typically recover ~10% 

of the Original Oil in Place (OOIP). If the reservoir is aided by additional pressure 

communicating from an aquifer, recovery can extend to 40% or more (Statter & Iqbal, 

2007, p. 359). Artificial lift technologies can help to lower the hydraulic counter pressure 

of well column fluids allowing the reservoir energy to expend itself to even lower levels 

resulting in additional recovery. And when reservoir energy is expended, external energy 

can be added to push oil from wells converted to injection towards remaining production 

wells. Since water is both inexpensive and generally available in large volumes, 

secondary recovery phases are typically accomplished with waterflooding. Steam drives 

are a variant applied to viscous oils whereby the heat reduces the oil viscosity to levels 

where it will more easily flow with achievable drive gradients. 

As waterflooding proceeds, and the water saturation increases, oil ganglia are 

eventually disconnected from the larger flowing bank of oil. (Morrow N. , 1979) Once 

separated, the interfacial tension (IFT) between the immiscible fluids interface coupled 

with the narrow geometry of the pores results in capillary forces that resist further flow. 

When the magnitude of these capillary forces is greater than the local pressure gradient, 

the oil ganglia are trapped in place. This trapped oil is properly called residual oil 
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saturation, but the semantics vary across the many authors on this subject. Oil can also be 

bypassed and disconnected when heterogeneities cause the water to channel through 

higher permeability layers and pathways. Such pathways may be discontinuous and result 

in complicated patterns of disconnected oil on a larger scale.  At high mobility ratios, the 

water may also finger through the oil, leaving bypassed sections behind. 

Tertiary oil recovery, commonly called enhanced oil recovery or EOR attempts to 

mobilize this capillary trapped oil. The most obvious approach is to reduce the IFT 

between the oil and the water, thus reducing the capillary resistive forces below that of 

the mobilizing pressure gradient. Reduction in IFT can be achieved through the injection 

of various chemical agents (Fortenberry, 2013) and (Yang, 2010). Alkalis can saponify 

active oils and form in-situ soaps. Surfactants and co-surfactants can be also injected as 

micellar solutions that form microemulsions when mixed with oil in the rock.  

Another way to mobilize residual oil is to displace it with a miscible fluid. The 

most common fluid in current use is    , which is becomes miscible with light oils at 

sufficiently high pressures with multiple contacts within the pores. Even partial 

miscibility swells the oil and reduces its viscosity, promoting its flow. Full miscibility 

along with the other IFT reducing processes essentially transforms the fluid flow from 

two-phase to single-phase flow where limited or no trapping can occur. 

The addition of polymers to water increases its viscosity, resulting in a more 

favorable displacement, but does nothing to reduce IFT. Higher viscosity increases both 

the areal and vertical sweep efficiencies of the flood. The improvement in sweep 

efficiency is greatest for viscous oils whereas the improvement in volumetric sweep is 

greatest for more heterogeneous reservoirs. Until recently, it was generally thought that 

polymer solutions do not result in a reduction of residual oil saturation (Lake, 1989, p. 

314).  
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1.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this research is to determine whether the use of polymer 

compounds with elastic properties can reduce residual oil saturation in porous media 

below that of brine or below that of polymerized solutions that are in-elastic. The 

eventual goal of this line of research is to: 

1. Understand the flooding parameters under which elastic effects occur so 

that EOR processes can be designed to exploit these effects for optimal oil 

recovery. 

2. Better understand the reservoir constraints for which elastic polymers can 

be employed. 

3. Identify polymer characteristics that can be enhanced with newer 

formulations that maximize the viscoelastic recovery of additional oil. 

1.1.1 Polymer recovery 

The conventional wisdom in the petroleum engineering community is that while 

polymer flooding can provide better sweep, it does not reduce the final (residual) oil 

saturation once capillary trapping forces dominate the viscous forces. 

Extensive core flooding experiments by (Brownell & Katz, 1947), (Moore & 

Slobod, 1956), (Abrams, 1975), (Taber J. , 1969), (J. Chatzis & N. R. Morrow, 1983) and 

many others established the dimensionless capillary number correlation between 

measured residual oil saturation and the ratio of mobilizing viscous forces to retentive 

capillary forces. Several variants of this ratio have been proposed. Perhaps the most 

straight-forward is: 
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    = 
| | |  |

 
 (Stegemeier G. , 1977)                      1.1 

Where K is permeability (a tensor in its most general form), |  | is the 

magnitude of the pressure (potential) gradient, and   the interfacial tension between the 

oil and the displacement fluid. Through Darcy’s Law, another possible variant is: 

  

    = 
   

 
               1.2 

Where, u is the Darcy flow velocity and   is the viscosity of the displacing fluid.  

These relationships were stylized by (Lake, 1989) into the following set of continuous 

relationships: 

 

 

Figure 1.1 - Capillary Desaturation Curve (from Lake, 1989) 

As the log scale of the horizontal capillary number shows, reduction of residual 

oil beyond that achievable by waterflood requires an increase of several orders of 
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magnitude in the capillary number. While we can increase viscous forces in the lab by 

almost any amount, field gradients are limited. Significant increases in capillary number 

can therefore only come from a dramatic reduction in IFT. Since polymers do not, in 

general, impact IFT, the standard conclusion is that polymer solutions cannot reduce 

residual oil. 

From an experimental point of view, it is important to remember that additional 

pressure gradient mobilization begins to occur at      1 x     . One approach is to 

design a flow rate for flooding experiments such that the capillary number remains below 

this limit to ensure that results are both comparative and field applicable. For example, 

IFT between oil and water is typically 25 dynes/cm (5.62 x      lbf / cm). If flow 

through a 500 md (4.93 x         ) rock results is a gradient of 2 psi / ft (0.43 (lbf / 

   ) / cm), then     = 3.72 x     . For a 2000 md rock, however, holding to the 1 x 

     limit would require no more than a 0.13 psi/ft gradient. At very modest polymer 

viscosities, the flow rate required to hold to this gradient restriction is extremely small 

requiring weeks to complete a 2 PV injection. For this reason, it may be necessary to 

operate experiments at points over the 1 x      knee but keep gradients for all 

comparative floods within a narrow range. 

The difficulty in applying equation 1.2 to this 1 x      knee in the curve is that in 

two-phase flow, there is a relative permeability term that is unaccounted for. And since 

relative permeability is a function of saturation, any computed value of the capillary 

number will vary during the progress of a flood. Flooding experiments in this research set 

and hold the injected flow rate to some value. The pressure gradient, however, will vary, 

first climbing as the total combined mobility of the two fluids diminishes, then dropping 

again as the obstructionist oil is flooded out and water channels opened up. Figure 1.2 
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shows the measured pressure response recorded during the flooding of an oil infused core 

with brine. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 - Typical Waterflood Pressure Profile 

Thus, computing a capillary number metric for a flood is not static. Additional 

complications include the fact that water saturation will also vary spatially throughout the 

core during flooding experiments. As such, mobilization of oil is local while our attempts 

to assign a value to this metric are averaged. 

It is also important to remember that the capillary number correlation is based on 

laboratory core floods that occurred at least 30 years ago. Since that time, several new 

polymers with higher molecular weights and characteristics such as elasticity have been 

formulated. It is plausible that these characteristics could result in new laboratory data 

that does not correlate well with the previous data. In fact, there is a substantial body of 

both laboratory and field evidence that such residual reductions do occur with elastic 

polymer solutions. This research offers some additional evidence that such reductions are 

possible. 
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1.1.2 Viscoelastic Mobilization 

Some polymers have elastic properties due to the length and structure of their 

molecules.  Partially Hydrolyzed Polyacrylamide (HPAM) is a straight-chained polymer 

of acrylamide monomers, some of which have been hydrolyzed (Sorbie, 1991). These 

molecules are flexible chains that can both stretch out and relax back like a slinky when 

travelling through a series of pore throats and bodies. Elongated flow fields in throat 

constrictions cause polymer molecules to stretch out. Larger-volume pores offer flow 

field contraction and an opportunity for the molecules to relax back to their aqueous 

equilibrium state (Delshad et al., 2008). If the flow rate is sufficient, it is possible that a 

polymer molecule (or interacting set of molecules) would encounter another stretching 

event before they have sufficient time to fully relax. This process compounds the strain 

experienced by the polymer molecules and could result in additional normal forces as 

strain is increased. One premise is that when these additional normal forces impinge upon 

a trapped oil interface, they would be of sufficient magnitude to mobilize oil where un-

polymerized brine solutions could not (Afsharpoor & Balhoff, 2013). Another premise is 

that the additional strain forces the fluid into a shear thickening regime and a resultant 

increase in its apparent viscosity. This would reduce the local mobility ratio and 

accelerate the local mobility of oil. 

A second mechanism (Huh & Pope, 2008) suggests that polymerized solutions 

can temporarily protect flowing oil filaments from snap off and subsequent trapping. In 

their model, oil filaments surrounded by an elastic annulus of polymer solution are less 

likely to break, allowing these flowing oil filaments to desaturate longer than would 

occur during a brine flood. With less oil left behind after snap-off, the residual oil 
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saturation is reduced. It is important to note that this mechanism would most likely apply 

to secondary floods where the polymer drive was employed immediately after primary 

production. In a tertiary flood, previous water flooding would leave discontinuous 

ganglia that would not be re-mobilized or desaturate further. 

Although this thesis does not set out to prove or disprove the premised 

mechanisms, it does attempt to measure the response of elastic and inelastic displacement 

fluids and determine if that response can be attributed to polymer elasticity. 
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Chapter 2: Residual Oil Saturation 

2.1 DEFINITION OF RESIDUAL OIL 

Lake (Enhanced Oil Recovery, 1989) defines residual oil to be the “oil 

remaining behind in a thoroughly water-swept region of permeable medium”.  

With this in mind, residual oil would most likely be comprised of: 

1. Oil ganglia that have disconnected (or snapped off) from the flow stream that are 

now trapped due to capillary forces (Willhite, 1986). 

2. Oil adsorbed onto oil wet or mixed wet surfaces of the pores and pore throats. 

3. Oil resident in dead end or other stagnant flow pockets. 

But not include: 

4. Mobile oil from a time-abbreviated water flood. 

5. Bypassed oil caused by heterogeneities that while not at the ganglia level is still 

disconnected from the flow stream and cannot be swept out due to insufficient 

viscous forces. 

6. Oil in much larger regions that has not been contacted by an aqueous interface 

due to larger scale heterogeneities and flow barriers. 

In the laboratory, we can avoid item 4 by continuing the flood until the oil 

effluent is negligible or non-existent. We can also (in theory) minimize the 

possibility of sweep effects (6) by selecting very homogeneous cores.  Bypassed 

oil (5) may be harder if not impossible to avoid due to tiny, local heterogeneities 

that appear to be present in all rocks. 

2.2 BYPASSED OIL 

Oil can be bypassed in as least two analogous ways: 
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1. Heterogeneous (higher) permeability channels can allow water to progress 

ahead and depending on their configuration, strand whole sections of oil 

(Stegemeier G. , 1977). Once sufficient channels are formed around a 

lower permeability section, the pressure gradient across the section will 

fall, and that viscous gradient will not be sufficient to further invade the 

section and mobilize its oil. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - Multi-pore Residual Oil Filament (from Stegemeier, 1977). 

 

2. When oil is more viscous, its lower relative mobility enhances unstable 

aqueous fingers that move ahead into channels. Once break through or 

merging occurs, swept flow paths can similarly strand sections of oil 

neighboring one or more of these channels. 
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The higher the degree of heterogeneity or the higher the oil viscosity, the more 

potential there is for bypassed oil. In fact, viscous oils may couple with even small 

heterogeneities to fall below the water flood mobilization threshold. One dual premise of 

this thesis is that 1) the potential for bypassed oil occurs in all cases where the mobility 

ratio is greater than 1. And 2) a subsequent flood with a great mobility ratio will have 

sufficient viscous forces to mobilize some of those bypassed sections of oil. 

It is well understood that trapped or “snapped-off” ganglia require several orders 

of magnitude additional viscous forces to overcome their capillary retention forces 

(Stegemeier G. , Relationship of Trapped Oil Saturation to Petrophysical Properties of 

Porous Media, 1975). As such, a reduction in the water/oil IFT is the only practical way 

to mobilize them. Bypassed oil, on the other hand, may in some geometries be mobilized 

by bringing a modest amount of additional viscous forces to bear. Several well known 

effects such as conformance enhancement through improved mobility ratio and cross 

flow could explain how locally trapped regions can be mobilized simply by solutions 

with additional viscosity. This is beneficial since any method that mobilizes oil remaining 

after a waterflood can be important and profitable, but improved sweep due to viscosity 

enhancement with polymers has been well understood for decades. 

2.3 FACTORS IMPACTING REMAINING OIL 

There are many factors that influence the bypass of oil in porous media. These 

include oil characteristics, wettability, heterogeneity, displacement fluid characteristics, 

initial water saturation, flow rate, capillary end effects, adsorption, and ganglia reserve 

trapping capacity. Each will be discussed in turn in the following sections. 
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2.3.1 Oil Characteristics 

The most important oil characteristic is clearly its viscosity. It is one of the key 

factors in determining its mobility especially when compared with the viscosity of the 

displacement fluid used during flooding. The mobility ratio (M) is defined as 

 

M = 
                 

                
 = 

   
  

⁄

   
  

⁄
             2.1 

 

with the mobility of the displacing fluid (aqueous brine or polymer solution)    

in the numerator and the displaced oil mobility    in the denominator. The efficiency of a 

displacement is a function of the mobility ratio.  

For very viscous oils (M > 20), a waterflood will result in substantial fingering. 

Such floods experience very early water breakthrough and rapidly decreasing oil cut. 

When the volume of the finger paths surrounding a section of bypass oil is sufficient, 

then that section of oil (with high saturation) will not mobilize and become bypassed 

(Skauge, 2012). 

An oil’s composition also contributes to its wettability, as discussed in the next 

section. Although we often talk of rocks having a particular wettability, clearly the 

chemistry of the oil is equally important to the mutual affinity they together portray.   

 

2.3.2 Wettability 

Wettability is defined to be “the tendency for one fluid to spread on or adhere to a 

solid surface in the presence of other immiscible fluids” (Peters E. , 2012). From an 

intuitive perspective, if oil adheres to the surface of the rock, then those forces will resist 

the viscous forces that attempt to move it. The variety of minerals that appear in rock 
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compositions of both grains and cement suggest that all rocks have mixed or dalmatian 

wettability, but with an overall tendency to mostly water wet or mostly oil wet. Sandstone 

are mostly silica but typically have some percentage of surface area comprised of other 

minerals (like clays) that have an affinity for oil. This can result in small oil films whose 

adherence prevents their mobilization as water passes by. Accumulations in stagnant flow 

areas may also be aided by local oil wettability. The nature of wettability near pore 

throats may also impact the point at which two-phase ganglia flow is interrupted by water 

closure resulting in oil ganglia snap-off. 

At a more macro scale, wettability influences relative permeability. 

Predominantly water wet rocks generally shift both end point and slope curvatures to 

favor the mobilization of oil. Conversely, oil wet rocks tend to shift the relative 

permeability values at each saturation to less oil mobility. 

Finally, wettability influences the location of the disconnected oil ganglia that 

comprise the largest part of residual oil. In water-wet rocks, the water phase invades 

smaller pores first through capillarity. Oil will partially de-saturate from larger pores but 

will eventually snap off, leaving the remaining oil ganglia in those larger pores. 

Conversely, oil wet rocks have residual oil in smaller pores with water inhabiting the 

centers of larger pores. For mixed wet rocks, one can imagine a somewhat complex 

entanglement of menisci between immiscible ropes of oil and water. 

2.3.2.1 Changing Wettability 

Wettability is not a fixed property of a rock and its constituent fluids. Naturally, 

over geologic time, the resident reservoir fluids arrive at equilibrium with the surface 

rock minerals. Several EOR procedures attempt to alter the reservoir fluid chemistry by 

injecting chemicals that change the wettability to something more favorable for 
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mobilization. Low salinity waterflooding is one such process (Morrow, 2011). He 

observed significant oil recovery with low salinity tertiary floods after waterflooding with 

high salinity brine. Other processes inject surfactants whose effect is not to reduce 

interfacial tension by any significant amount, but to change the wettability to more water 

wet and liberate adhered oil (Chen, 2011). 

2.3.3 Heterogeneity 

The heterogeneity (the lack of uniformity) of a porous media can be quantified 

with several metrics, but the one with the most impact on remaining oil saturation is 

variable permeability. High permeability channels can either initiate or enhance flow 

instability and can result in sections of by-passed oil. Given the very heterogeneous 

nature of most oil reservoirs, bypassed sections of oil are quite common (if not the norm) 

and there are a few techniques to both identify their locations in reservoirs and methods 

to mobilize them. Most involve attempts to plug up the higher permeability bypass 

channels and thus redirect displacement fluids into bypassed sections. 

Even sandstones that are assumed to be homogeneous can demonstrate a wide 

range of permeability. Wreath (1989) performed several brine and polymer floods on 

Berea outcrop cores. As part of his research, he collected air permeameter measurements 

on the rock faces of his cores: 
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Figure 2.2 - Air Permeability of Berea Core (Wreath, 1989) 

 

Figure 2.3 - Air Permeability of Berea Core (Wreath 1989) 
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Figure 2.4 - Air Permeability Variability within Berea (Wreath, 1989) 

As in seen from this data, permeability fluctuations of up to 250% are present in 

what is thought to be very homogeneous Berea rock. This heterogeneity may have a 

greater impact on experimental results than often expected. 

 

2.3.4 Displacement Fluid Characteristics 

As shown in equation 2.1, the mobility ratio depends on both the viscosity of 

target oil and the displacement fluid and their relative permeabilities. Waterfloods, by 

definition, use brine as the displacement fluid.  While the brine viscosity varies little, the 

salinity and hardness of the brine can have an effect on residual oil. Low salinity 

techniques attempt to use the cat-ion exchange capacity of the rock to alter the wettability 

of the rock, resulting in the mobilization of oil films that rely on that wettability for 

adherence. 
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Adding polymer to displacement fluids increases their viscosity and thus reduces 

their mobility relative to the oil. By maintaining the conformance of the drive front, 

viscous polymer floods retain viscous forces to a confined front and can thus mobilize oil 

bypassed by less conformant brine drives. 

2.3.5 Initial Water Saturation 

Water saturation in a core can vary from a minimum saturation (defined as the 

saturation where water is not mobile but adhered to the surfaces of the rock) to a 

maximum saturation where water is fully mobile but oil is not. As water saturation 

increases, more oil becomes disconnected from the flow stream and encounters capillary 

retentive forces. Small ganglia are trapped by the Jamin effect (Taber J. , 1969) and 

require gradients of 500-2000 psi/ft for mobilization (see following section).  

Data from (Moore & Slobod, 1956) in Figure 2.5 show that a higher gradient 

flood applied in a secondary mode can result in very different residual oil saturations that 

when the same flood is started after a lower gradient waterflood. As shown in figure 2.5, 

a 2 ft/day flood followed by a 200 ft/day tertiary flood recovered significantly less oil 

than a 200 ft/day secondary flood. This is a result of the fact that some oil becomes 

disconnected and will not mobilize even with a higher gradient. Similarly, a tertiary flood 

with a favorable viscosity ratio following a secondary flood with a less favorable ratio 

recovers less oil than the favorable viscosity front flooding in secondary mode.  
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Figure 2.5 - Oil Saturation Reduction Before and After Waterflood (from Moore & 

Slobod, 1956) 

Their conclusion is that once oil is disconnected and trapped, it cannot necessarily 

be mobilized even with gradients that dramatically exceed those achievable in the field. 

The implication is that enhanced oil recovery techniques will be more effective if applied 

earlier when oil is still connected in larger flow streams. 

2.3.5.1 The Jamin Effect 

To understand the magnitude of the retentive forces present at pore throat 

constrictions, first consider an oil droplet in a straight capillary tube (Green & Willhite, 

1998, pp. 17-18). 
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Figure 2.2 - Oil Droplet in a Straight Capillary Tube (from Green & Willhite, 1998) 

The capillary pressure across either oil-water interface can be represented by the 

equation 2.1: 

   = 
         

 
                                                                                                      2.2 

Adding the pressure drops across both interfaces results in: 

 

   -    = (
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 - (
         

 
)
 

                                                                2.3 

The configuration in Figure 2.2 shows that the radius r and the contact angle   are 

equal and the net pressure drop is zero. A small viscous force applied to the A interface 

would likely mobilize the droplet towards the right. But in a constricted geometry shown 

in Figure 2.3, the radius r is different at interfaces A and B  

 

 

Figure 2.3 - Oil Droplet in a Constricted Geometry 
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Example 2.4 in (Green & Willhite, 1998, p. 19) chooses     = 25 dynes / cm, a 

contact angle of    , a droplet length of 0.01 cm, and    and    to be 15  m and 6.2  m 

respectively. These inputs result in 

 

   -    = 2 x 25        ⁄  x cos (   ) x (
 

       
  

 

      
)    ⁄   

            = 45,700         ⁄  x 1.438 x                  ⁄  ⁄  

            = 0.66 psi 

With a gradient:    ⁄  = 
        

       
 x 

        

  
 = 2003      ⁄  

This demonstrates that the gradient required to mobilize oil through a constricted 

pore throat can be much greater than field-achievable viscous forces. 

2.3.6 Flow Rate 

In the absence of chemicals that reduce the interfacial tension between oil and 

aqueous solutions, the pressure gradient (viscous force) is the only way to mobilize 

additional oil. For a typical waterflood in water-wet rock, the capillary number is on the 

left plateau of the capillary desaturation curve (Figure 1.1). However, there is not always 

a left plateau. Carbonate rocks tend to have a much wider pore size distribution than 

sandstones and often do not have a left plateau (Kamath, 2000). 

As such, if we increase the flow rate beyond the plateau, we should be able to 

liberate additional oil. In the laboratory we can do this almost without limit. There are 

always bigger pumps and core holder apparatus that can confine pressures to a 

longitudinal gradient. But for most reservoir injection applications, the pressure gradient 

(and thus flow rate) are limited by the parting pressure of the reservoir rock and/or 

surface equipment limitations. 
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2.3.7 Capillary End Effect 

Linear core floods are one of the more accessible ways to determine the 

effectiveness of a specific displacement fluid on oil mobilization. Mass balance of 

effluent volumes provides a straight-forward comparative to evaluate the effectiveness of 

each method. Early practitioners recognized that the discontinuity of capillary pressure    

=     –      = 0 at the end face of the core would require the saturation of the wetting 

fluid to increase (Rapoport & Leas, 1953). With an extended analysis of the Buckley-

Leverett approach to fractional flow, it was determined that the impact of this saturation 

change could be measured by the scaling coefficient L x V x  
 

. Higher values of the 

scaling coefficient reduce the impact of end effects on the final saturation distribution. 

Thus, the longer the core, the higher the flow rate, and the more viscous the fluid, then 

lower the impact of these end effects on final saturations. Their laboratory estimate of the 

critical value of the scaling coefficient to maintain stabilized flooding conditions was 

between 0.5 and 3.5 cp    / min. 

2.3.8 Other Potential Impacts 

2.3.8.1 Adsorption and Permeability Reduction 

Polymer molecules adsorb onto rock minerals primarily due to van der Waal’s 

forces and hydrogen bonding (Sorbie, 1991, p. 129) (Zaitoun & Kohler, 1968). Once 

adhered, the concentration and thus viscosity of the continuing fluid is reduced. Local 

permeability reduction may also change flow patterns and shear rates. While the potential 

for an effect on residual oil is possible, adsorption rates are thought to be small in 

sandstones and it is unlikely that this has a large effect on final residual oil saturations. 
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2.3.8.2 Ganglia Reserve Capacity 

The pore doublet model (Stegemeier G. , 1977) was introduced to explain 

trapping of the non-wetting phase in larger pores. 

 

Figure 2.6 - Pore Doublet Model (Stegemeier G. , 1977) 

As the wetting phase invades both pores, it propagates much more quickly in the 

smaller diameter pore more quickly do to capillary pressure. Eventually, the wetting 

phase will move past the joining of the two channels and cut off the non-wetting phase 

from further movement.  

One side effect of this model is that there is extra capacity in the remaining non-

wetting ganglia. It could be a larger volume and yet still be trapped by the same capillary 

forces. This does open the possibility that additional oil droplets that are liberated up 

stream could merge with the trapped ganglia and not flow further. In this context, oil that 

mobilized upstream due to a different geometry configuration might not continue past 

other downstream trapped oil. Naturally, if the amount of upstream oil is sufficient to 
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reconnect oil ganglia into a flowing “bank”, then mobilization will continue until the 

water saturation again reaches the point of snap off. 

 

2.3.9 Residual Oil Saturation (     is Not a Constant 

The conclusion of this section is that residual oil saturation is NOT at all a static 

number that can be assigned to a particular kind of rock, oil, or displacement fluid. The 

resulting residual (or remainder in most all cases) is a combination of all the factors listed 

above and others not pertinent to this study. 

 This understanding has interesting implications for a number of mathematical 

models that use this number essentially as a constant. Buckley-Leverett is chief among 

these, using     to define one end point of the fractional flow curve and thus also its 

steepness and shape. Since one cannot know a priori the value of    , it may be 

necessary to employ an iterative approach that matches other measureable parameters of 

the flood. 

2.3.10 Relative Permeability 

Another way to look at this outcome is through the perspective of relative 

permeability. When two liquid phases are flowing together in porous media, the mobility 

of each phase is dependent on many factors as described above. By convention, we 

choose water saturation as the independent variable and plot both water permeability and 

oil permeability at water saturations between residual water saturation (   ) and residual 

oil saturation        ). Oil’s relative mobility not only governs how quickly it can be 

mobilized through the media but also the saturation at which it will no longer move. 

Methods used to measure relative permeability are all averaging techniques 

(Peters E. , 2012, p. 153) that may be representative of a particular continuum volume of 
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core, but definitely do not match the mechanisms present at the pore level (Mohanty, 

1987). The Haines Jump model of pore invasion by an immiscible fluid suggests an all 

but instantaneous increase in saturation from some initial value to a much higher value. 

In mixed to water wet pores, the water coats pore walls with a thin layer and pendular 

rings coat grain contact points. As water invades a new pore and overcomes the critical 

capillary pressure of its meniscus at the pore throat, the local saturation would then jump 

to either one of two cases: 

1) A near 100% water saturation, perhaps with some oil films clinging to 

mixed wet portions of the rock surface. 

2) A higher local oil saturation that exists as a stranded ganglia that snapped 

off once the pendular rings  grew in from the side and eventually closed 

the pore throat 

Thus, at the pore level, the mobilization of oil with water has only a very weak 

correlation with water saturation. Bypassed sections of oil (multiple collections of oil 

filled pores all at initial oil saturation also do not obey the average relationship as oil 

saturation is high but not mobile at the current pressure gradient. But as we increase the 

capillary number    , some of those blocks of oil become mobile (Mohanty, 1987). Thus, 

variables other than simply water saturation govern its mobility. The relationship must 

then be a multi-dimensional surface with a broad range of variability. 

Only at the continuum scale, can the average of all pore and regional events 

narrow the relative permeability dependence to saturation as its primary contributor. The 

implication for experimental work is that even at the core scale we do not have true 

relative permeability data. Due to its very time consuming nature, we rarely collect 

relative permeability relationships with the steady-state method. More often, we simply 

collect base, single-phase permeability and end point pressure and flow rates during oil 
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flooding and water flooding. We then calculate end point relative permeabilities through 

Darcy’s Law and fit a curve with the Corey exponential relationships. 
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Chapter 3: Viscoelastic Literature Review 

3.1 POLYMER FLOODING EXPERIMENTS 

3.1.1 “A Study of Polymer Flooding and Residual Oil Saturation”, (Wreath, 1989) 

UT Thesis 

Wreath’s (1989) thesis may be the earliest suggestion of a potential of a 

viscoelastic effect in polymer flooding experimentation.  He conducted in-situ polymer 

rheology and core flooding experiments with Berea and Antolini sandstones. Polymers 

included both xanthan gum and two variants of HPAM. The HPAMs available at the time 

had molecular weights from 6-12 million Daltons.  

3.1.1.1 Major Relevant Findings: 

1. Wreath did not see a tertiary recovery effect with polymers. After a 

thorough waterflood, no additional oil effluent was recorded with 

additional flooding of a more viscous HPAM fluid in either of the 

sandstone cores. 

2. Secondary polymer floods in Berea sandstone also did not mobilize 

additional oil and thus did not reduce residual oil saturation below that of 

brine floods. 

3. One secondary flood in an Antolini sandstone core resulted in a 6.5% 

reduction in final oil saturation. It is important to note that the Antolini 

sandstone cores were visibly heterogeneous with multiple depositional 

layers. This was confirmed by air permeability and CT density scans. 

This research is a stunningly thorough compilation of work related to the analysis 

of core flooding and the behavior of polymer solutions in porous media. The reported 

laboratory practice has served as an emulated example for many subsequent researchers 
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including this undertaking. It contains a clear delineation of the engineering equations 

relevant to core flooding and their use in analysis. 

One does, however, get the impression that the original objective of this research 

was not the impact of viscoelastic polymers on residual oil saturation (in spite of the title) 

but a more general laboratory study of the behavior of polymers in porous media. Several 

initial experiments were designed as single-phase floods, testing the in-situ rheological 

properties of various polymer solutions in sandstone. Two-phase experiments in Berea 

yielded no significant reduction in residual oil saturations in both secondary and tertiary 

contexts. One Antolini experiment demonstrated a reduction in residual oil saturation 

from waterflood levels. 

3.1.1.2 Observations: 

1. In all three tertiary floods the waterflood mobility ratio was at or under 1. 

Light oil was used, 41 API degree West Texas Crude with an average 

viscosity of 5 to 7 cp. This yielded end point mobility ratios of 0.8 for the 

Berea tertiary flood, and 1.03 and 0.5 for the two Antolini tertiary floods. 

With these mobility ratios, it is not surprising that the waterfloods fully 

swept the cores and that no tertiary effect was seen. 

2. The Antolini sandstone has visible layered beds (8-9 reported in this 

work). Air permeameter and tracer tests indicated a high degree of 

heterogeneity in these sandstones. Layered permeability heterogeneity 

may support the development of channels, resulting in bypassed oil during 

the waterflood and potential recovery during tertiary flood with a yet 

better mobility ratio. The most interesting question is, why did this 

recovery not also occur during the tertiary floods in Berea? 
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3.1.2 “Laboratory Investigation of Factors Affecting Residual Oil Saturation by 

Polymerflooding” (Wang M. , 1995) UT Dissertation 

3.1.2.1 Major Relevant Findings: 

Mengwu Wang continued Wreath’s work with Antolini Sandstone cores. Each 

core was flooded with oil, then waterflooded. This was followed by a second oil infusion, 

and then a secondary polymer flood. A comparison was then made between the residual 

saturation remaining after the two floods. The experiments used two different crude oils, 

1) a lighter, Texas Ranger crude (38 API, ~8cp @ 24C) and 2) a heavier, 76 West crude 

(22 API, 27 cp @ 39.4C). Three different polymer drive solutions were also used: 1) 

HPAM #1 – Naflo 3837, MW: 9-12 Daltons, 2) HPAM #2 –Flopaam 3330E, MW 10-15 

Daltons, and 3) Xanthan – Flocon 3800C, MW: 1 Dalton. 

The difference in residual saturations reported ranged from 2% to 8% with one 

outlier at 22%. 

3.1.2.2 Observations: 

1. The 22% result had a several experimental values that seemed inconsistent 

with the other results. The oil saturation before the waterflood was 

calculated at 90% whereas the other experiments averaged 78%. The oil 

saturation after polymer flood was reported at 18% whereas all other 

experiments averaged 46%. 

2. Omitting the outlier, the difference average was 4.4%. It is very plausible 

that this recovery was due additional sweep in the heterogeneous Antolini 

core with heavier oil that contributed to the bypass. 
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3. The xanthan gum flood recovered 3% and the average Naflo flood 

recovered an average 3.8%. The Flopaam 3330E polymer recovered the 

highest delta     at 8%. 

3.1.3  “Effect of Elasticity During Viscoelastic Polymer Flooding: A possible 

Mechanism of Increasing the Sweep Efficiency” (Urbissinova, Trivedi, & Kuru, 

2010) 

3.1.3.1 Major Relevant Findings: 

This experiment utilized 20-50 micron glass beads packed into a radial flow 

apparatus. The “core holder” was vibration packed with beads, saturated to 100% PV 

with mineral oil (no connate water), then sealed. Displacement fluids were injected into a 

center port and effluents recovered from an outer annulus collection system.  Two 

separate PEO polymer solutions (with dispersed molecular weights in the 1 million 

Dalton range) were prepared such that their rheometer shear viscosities were identical but 

their elastic characteristics were significantly different. 

These researchers observed that the more elastic drive solution both recovered oil 

at a faster rate with lower water cut, and resulted in an 8% reduction is final oil 

saturation. The polymer break through time was also delayed for the more elastic 

polymer solution. 

3.1.3.2 Observations: 

1. This research offers one experimental context where recovery efficiency 

appears to improve with higher levels of elasticity. 

2. The reported pressure drop of the experiment using the more elastic 

polymer was at least 2 times the pressure drop of the less elastic 
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experiment. This additional gradient may have contributed significantly to 

the observed reduction in final oil saturation. 

3. Each flood was completed only through 1.8 PV where the water cut was 

greater than 90%. The oil recovery graphs reported in the paper do not 

arrive at a plateau. This allows for the possibility that the less elastic drive 

would eventually arrive at the same residual saturation but at a slower 

pace. 

4. Sand and bead packs are notoriously heterogeneous due to packing 

inconsistencies. This coupled with the unbalanced recovery ports may also 

contribute to recovery differences. 

 

 

3.1.4 “Use of Polymers to Recover Viscous Oil from Unconventional Reservoirs”, (R 

Seright, 2011) 

This report published results from a three year research effort including analysis 

of associative polymers, polymer blocking agents for high permeability contrasts, 

polymer reduction of     and impact on oil recovery, mechanical and chemical 

degradation. 

This research used synthetic polyethylene cores that were oil wet and highly 

homogeneous. Each core had a porosity of 44.5% and a permeability of ~ 10 D. The 

waterflood brine consisted of 2.3 wt% NaCl with 0.22 wt% NaHC03.  The polymer 

displacement fluids consisted of 1020 and 3286 ppm HPAM 3830S in 2.52 wt% TDS 

brine. The crude oil was a viscous North Slope Crude (~190cp @    ). 

3.1.4.1 Major Relevant Findings: 
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1. Tertiary flooding (after an 11 PV waterflood) with 10cp polymer solution 

reduced     by 4 saturation points. Subsequent flooding with a 100cp 

polymer solution reduced     yet further. The text suggests that a fixed 

pressure gradient of 19.7 psi/ft was maintained for all experiments 

resulting in a capillary number of 1.77 x     . Secondary flooding with a 

10 cp polymer solution reduced     by 6 percentage points relative to 

waterflooding. 

3.1.4.2 Observations: 

1. This research indicates a clear polymer recovery effect in oil-wet, 

homogeneous cores. Whether or not this is related to elasticity is unclear. 

Relaxation times were not reported. In addition, to maintain a constant 

pressure gradient, the flow rate of the higher viscosity drive solutions 

would need to be decreased. 

2. It is unclear how the 100cp polymer was measured. The shear-thinning 

nature of these polymers depend on the shear rate which is not reported. 

3. Water-wet studies were identified as future work. 

 

3.2 SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTS 

3.2.1 “A Study of Residual Oil Saturation in Heterogeneous Sandstone 

Experiments” – (Lu, 1994) UT Thesis 

Lu simulated the experiments of Wang using the UTCHEM simulator. A capillary 

pressure curve was measured with a porous plate apparatus for Antolini sandstone. 

Relative permeability curves were then estimated through end point measurements from 

Wang and estimated Corey parameters.    
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3.2.1.1 Major Relevant Findings: 

1. Simulation results matched experimental results well although several 

inconsistencies were noted in some simulations. This indicated that the 

core and fluid characterization were successful for the most part and that 

they could be accurately captured in a UTCHEM model. 

2. Polymer reduction in     was mainly attributed to additional sweep 

efficiency with a note that pore level trapping mechanisms need to be 

expanded in UTCHEM. 

3. Heterogeneity has a large impact on residual oil saturations and polymer 

flooding can be used to counteract its detrimental effects. 

 

3.3 DAQING LABORATORY AND FIELD WORK 

 3.3.1 “Viscous-elastic  Polymer can Increase Microscale Displacement Efficiency in 

Cores” (Wang, Cheng, & Yang, Viscous-elastic Polymer can Increase Microscalre 

Displacement Efficiency in Cores, 2000) 

This paper is the first in a series of SPE papers by researchers at the Daqing Oil 

Company. They are very strong proponents of viscoelastic reduction of residual oil and 

cite both laboratory research and field data in support of this premise.  

3.3.1.1 Major Relevant Findings: 

1. The rheology of several HPAM fluids at various concentrations and 

salinities. 

2. The rheology of glycerin at various concentrations and salinities. 

3. Simulation of velocity profiles for polymer solutions in glass capillary 

tubes showing a flattened elliptical profile and larger gradient at the wall 
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boundaries. The paper claims that this increased gradient has the ability to 

drag and strip oil from films and stagnant pores into thin threads, where it 

is mobilized downstream. 

4. Photographs of pore-level scouring of oil-wet dead-end pores and oil film. 

5. Photographs of polymer solution sweep into micro-model clusters of 

bypassed oil. 

6. Core flood results showing a 5-8% recovery after waterflood with glycerin 

in tertiary floods and an additional 6-7% recovery with HPAM in a 

quaternary mode. 

3.3.1.2 Observations: 

1. The pictures of the flooding experiments appear to show substantial 

reduction of local oil saturation with elastic polymer flooding. Field 

results claiming 13% incremental oil recovery with injected polymer 

solutions are impressive. 

2. Flooding experiments were made on reservoir cores of unspecified 

composition that were treated to be oil-wet, water-wet, and mixed wet. 

Brine composition was also unspecified. Experimental flow rates were 

provided but without core dimensions and porosity, interstitial velocity 

was unclear. Pressure gradient profiles were not offered. 

3. The paper claims that increased HPAM concentration appears to result in 

greater reductions of    . Evidence that other important flooding 

parameters were consistent across experiments is scarce. Specific recovery 

factors are assigned to sweep and the elastic nature of the polymer without 

any statement of the way in which these factors were measured. 
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4. This paper offers many very interesting results. But it is occasionally 

lacking in sufficient experimental detail required to analyze and replicate 

its work. 

 

3.3.2 “Viscous-Elastic Fluids can Mobilize Oil Remaining after Water-Flood by 

Force Parallel to Oil-Water Interface” (Wang, Cheng, & Xia, 2001)  

This paper is similar to the previous one. It does offer a few additional laboratory 

data including: 

1. Relative permeability curves comparing brine and polymer solutions 

tested in reservoir rock. 

2. Results of a multiple core flood series with brine followed by glycerin 

followed by HPAM. Data is provided for 3 different assumed wettabilities, 

each showing additional recovery with glycerin and yet more when 

followed up with HPAM. There is, however, no explanation as to how the 

wettabilities were determined or measured. 

Several summary claims are also made: 

3. “The higher the elasticity of the fluid, the higher the incremental oil 

[recovery]”. It is unclear how they increased the elasticity significantly 

without also changing the viscosity of the displacement fluid.  Changing 

shear rates in the flood will also impact the viscosity in a shear thinning 

regime. 

4. “When flooding with viscoelastic fluids, the viscous forces parallel to the 

oil-water interface can enforce a larger dragging force…”. There is 

nothing in the paper to substantiate this claim. 
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3.3.3 “The Influence of  Viscoelasticity of Displacement Efficiency – From Micro- to 

Macroscale” (Wang & Wang, 2007) 

This paper is also quite similar to the previous two. It suggests that micro forces 

created by changing flow lines can deform protruding oil interfaces and eventually 

mobilize them.  It suggests a Modified Upper-Convected Maxwell” model for this 

mechanism, also characterized as “expanded piston flow”. It further postulates that micro 

forces deform protruding oil which both reduces the IFT and changes flow lines. 

Changing flow lines further increase micro forces, eventually resulting in an oil droplet 

calving off. 

The most compelling part of this paper is the statement of incremental field oil 

recovery of 13% OOIP. But the case that this can be attributed to the elastic characteristic 

of the polymer chosen for flooding is unconvincing. 

 

3.3.4 “Study on Flow Behaviors of Viscoelastic Polymer Solution in Micropores with 

Dead End” (Yin, Wang, & Zhong, 2006) 

This paper examines the mathematics of the “Modified Upper Convective 

Maxwell” equations as a model for viscoelastic polymer rheology.  It presents both an 

analytic analysis and an approach to numeric simulation. 

3.3.4.1 Major Relevant Findings: 

1. Several diagrams showing flow lines and resulting normal forces are 

presented for a dead end pore configuration (essentially a ‘T’ 

configuration where the base of the ‘T’ is not open to flow). 

2. The simulation results show how flow lines for higher Weissenberg 

numbers (higher elasticity) can extend further into the dead end pore 

presumably leading to oil mobilization. 
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3.4 COURTENAY FIELD RESULTS 

3.4.1 “Commercial Polymer Injection in the Courtenay Field, 1994 Update” (Putz, 

1994) 

This paper describes a polymer injection into the Courtenay field, south of Paris 

with 9.4 mil BOIP. The reservoir is low salinity, low temperature reservoir with 40cp oil. 

Clearly, this is a fairly ideal set of conditions for polymer flooding. The displacement 

fluid was poly-acrylamide, 900 ppm in recycled formation water, decreasing 100ppm per 

stage. 

3.4.1.1 Major Relevant Findings: 

1. All producing wells experienced increased oil cuts with gradual declines 

as the oil bank progressed. 

2. Polymer effluents show minimal degradation after transport though the 

reservoir. 

3. Divalent cation exchange with the resident clays reduced effective 

viscosities in-situ. 

4. The incremental cost of polymer injection was approximately $11 per 

incremental bbl. 

5. Injection was determined to be above the parting pressure of the reservoir 

sand with no ill effects. 
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Chapter 4 – Experimental Approach 

Core flood experiments were selected to help quantify if displacement fluids 

containing elastic polymers reduce the final residual oil saturation. A series of floods 

were designed to measure and compare residual saturations after: 

1. Secondary waterflood with brine. This establishes a baseline mobilization 

and remaining oil saturation for comparison with other displacement 

fluids. 

2. Secondary flooding with the viscoelastic HPAM polymer, only slightly 

elastic xanthan gum polymer, and non-elastic glycerin. 

3. Tertiary flooding with the HPAM, xanthan gum, and glycerin after 

waterflood. 

4. Quaternary flooding with HPAM after viscous flooding with glycerin to 

determine if HPAM recovers additional oil. 

 

4.1 DISPLACEMENT FLUID RHEOLOGY 

4.1.1 Brine 

Aqueous brines are, of course, Newtonian fluids. Their estimated viscosity of 

used for these experiments was 0.95cp. 

4.1.2 Glycerin 

Glycerol (      ), more commonly called glycerin, is a small molecular 

substance that also exhibits a Newtonian response to shear rate. Its viscosity at constant 

temperature is governed by its concentration in an aqueous solvent as described in 

Section 4.2.4.1. 
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There was some initial concern that glycerin’s viscosity has a very high sensitivity 

to its aqueous concentration and that during a flood, its viscosity would diminish as it 

contacted residual brine in the core. This effect, of course, occurs at all chemical flooding 

fronts.  While dispersion and diffusion clearly occurs at the front, a continuous slug 

injection of multiple pore volumes would allow the eventual contact of a solution with 

full viscosity on oil interfaces within the core. This was confirmed with rheology testing 

of glycerin effluents showing no more than a 1% reduction in viscosity after injection. 

4.1.3 HPAM 

As described in the introduction, HPAM is a synthetic chain of acrylamide 

monomers, some portion of which have been hydrolyzed. HPAM, like most long-chain 

polymers has a fairly complex rheology. At very low shear rates, it exhibits a Newtonian 

response often seen as a plateau. For low to moderate shear rates from less than 1       

to 100       or more, psuedoplastic or shear-thinning behavior is observed. At greater 

shear rates, dilatant or shear-thickening behavior is observed in core floods. These 

relationships are captured in the following stylized plot from (Magbagbeola, 2008). 
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Figure 4.1.3.1: HPAM Shear Rate Response 

There are several advantages to this type of behavior to oil recovery: 

1. At very low shear rates, there is a plateau in the apparent viscosity. This 

bounds the viscosity in stagnant flow sections of the rock matrix reducing 

the potential for local trapping. 

2. Throughout shear rates encountered with typical field flow rates (1-50 

     ), the viscosity remains fairly high, sustaining a favorable mobility 

ratio. 

3. For very high shear rates encountered near the bore hole during injection, 

the viscosity is lower if the fluid is shear thinning, allowing greater 

injection rates. Field injectivity data show little if any evidence of shear 

thickening even at very high injection rates.  One explanation for this is 

that additional surface area opens up which keeps the shear rate from 

increasing into the dilatant region.  Another explanation is that the higher 

molecular weight tail of the polymer degrades due to mechanical stress. at 
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Managing mechanical stress imposed on the polymer molecules during 

injection may be important to avoid mechanical degradation and an 

attendant lowing of viscosity (Sorbie, 1991, p. 122). It is possible that both 

things happen at the same time. 

4. In-situ shear thickening might be experienced in some geometries when 

oil saturations are low and its relative permeability near zero. This 

essentially turns oil into stone, requiring that the displacement fluid seek 

other paths around the new obstruction. This may induce a positive sweep 

effect into other, less resistive flow paths. On the other hand, if shear 

thickening is wide spread, pressures would diminish overall flow rate and 

potential effectiveness of the flood. 

4.1.3.1 Rheometer Measurements 

Rheometer measurements in this study show shear rate response curves similar to 

the one displayed in Figure 4.1.3.1. This data can be used to verify bulk viscosity, 

typically selected at 10       for experimental planning of core floods. Response curves 

can also be used to estimate in-situ viscosity by computing an effective shear rate for 

permeable rock. The Carreau model is a widely accepted rheological model. Several 

workers starting in the 1960s have derived equations of the effective shear rate of a 

power-law fluid in a permeable medium. (Cannella, 1988): 
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Where u is the Darcy velocity, n is derived from the slope of the power law shear-

thinning response, k is absolute permeability, and   is porosity. In the presence of oil this 

equation becomes (Cannella, 1988): 
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                 4.2 

 

Where     is the relative permeability to water and    the water saturation. This 

relationship recognizes that multi-phase interactions will increase the apparent shear rate 

of aqueous drive solutions as they maneuver around increasingly immobile oil ganglia 

and not through the entire available porosity. Cannella further reported that the fitting 

constant C = 6 matched his Berea coreflood data. 

(Wreath, 1989) and other researchers used the following, slightly different variant 

of equation 4.2: 
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Where C = 
 

√ 
   = 1.41   .  Calculations in Section 5.3.2 and other researchers at 

the University of Texas at Austin report the value of    1.67 - 2.0 for Bentheimer 

sandstone. This translates to a C value of 2.36 – 2.83. 

Once again, it is important to recognize that the effective shear rate depends on 

water saturation both directly (    and secondarily through the relative permeability 

term. This indicates that in-situ shear rates and thus apparent viscosity vary throughout 

the core and also vary with time during any flood. This complicates the comparison of 
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viscosities and therefore fluid mobility between floods with HPAM and those with in-

elastic and Newtonian rheology. 

4.1.3.2 Salinity & Concentration                                            

The rheology of HPAM solutions is affected by many factors including 

temperature, salinity, hardness (divalent ions), and polymer concentration (Sorbie, 1991). 

Researchers at the University of Texas at Austin have compiled a database of rheology 

measurements showing responses to each of these dependencies (Lee, 2009). Salinity 

reduces the viscosity and dampens the shear thinning behavior of HPAM solutions as 

shown in Figure 4.1.3.2. A very high shear rates, the impact of salinity converges to a 

narrow relative change. 

 

Figure 4.1.3.2: Effect of Salinity on Shear Viscosity (from Lee, 2009) 

Similarly, an increase in polymer concentration will increase shear viscosity and 

enhance the thinning response to increasing shear rate: 
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Figure 4.1.3.3: Effect of Polymer Concentration of Shear Viscosity (from Lee, 2009) 

Likewise, salinity and polymer concentration have an impact on the relaxation 

time as shown in this sample data from (Koh, 2013). Increased polymer concentration 

clearly increases relaxation time, while salinity reduces it. The elasticity’s sensitivity to 

salinity is much greater than to concentration. 

Table 4.1.3.1: Relaxation Time Variation with Concentration and Salinity 

Concentration 
(ppm) 

Salinity, 
NaCl 

(ppm) 

Cross-over point 
Frequency 

(rad/s) 

Relaxation 
time         
(s) 

500 1000 9.24 0.11 

  5000 15.56 0.06 

  10000 12.90 0.08 

  20000 15.32 0.07 

  40000 37.50 0.03 

1000 1000 0.74 1.35 

  5000 14.43 0.07 

  10000 12.17 0.08 

  20000 13.24 0.08 

  40000 11.64 0.09 
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4.1.3.3 Elasticity 

Several metrics have been proposed to measure the effect of a fluid’s elasticity in 

porous medium. One of the more commonly used metrics is the Deborah number, a ratio 

of a polymers relaxation time to the characteristic residence time in elongating and 

contracting flow regimes of a particular porous medium (Marshall & Metzner, 1967); 

(Delshad et al., 2008). 

 

     = 
  

  
        4.3 

 

Relaxation time can be measured with a dynamic frequency sweep test in the 

rheometer. Two metrics are measured in response to an oscillatory strain. The    

response measures the storage modulus related to the elastic component and     

represents the loss modulus related to the viscous response component. It is suggested 

that the  (angular frequency of the oscillatory strain) where they cross over is 

characteristic on the relaxation time (Kim, Lee, Ahn, Huh, & Pope, 2010). 
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The ARES - LS1 rheometer is capable of measuring this cross-over point as 

shown in this example frequency sweep test: 
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Figure 4.1.3.4: Rheometer Frequency Sweep Test G' G'' Cross-over Point 

It is important to note that these tests displayed a great deal of variability. 

Retesting of the same sample and/or a second sample from the same polymer batch often 

resulted in different cross-over values. Although a reliable absolute value was difficult to 

achieve, it was possible to establish an elastic trend for comparison purposes in all 

experiments. 

 

Marshall and Metzger (1967) derived    to be 
 

  
 where v is the frontal advance 

velocity and    is the average grain diameter. Hirasaki & Pope (1974) employed the 

Blake-Kozeny model of the particle diameter’s relationship to porosity and permeability 

to arrive at: 
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It is also important to note that there is still no final consensus on one model of 

elasticity, relaxation time, or residence time. Since in the context of these experiments, 

we are not necessarily interested in the absolute value of the Deborah number, but more 

the relative elasticity of different HPAM solutions, we will use the following formula: 

 

     = 
 


 

 

        √     
   
    

  x                       4.6 

With  the rheometer       crossover, u the Darcy velocity,    and     being the 

water saturation and relative permeability to water at the end point of the water flood. 

Due to the low numbers computed with this equation,          was set to 1000. 

The central question of this research is evaluating the impact of elastic polymer 

solutions on residual oil saturation. One key experimental approach is to vary the 

elasticity of the HPAM drive solutions in core floods and compare the oil recovery 

results. Changing the polymer elasticity is accomplished by changing  through changes 

in salinity and HPAM concentration. From scans done with multiple concentrations and 

salinities, it appears that salinity has the greater impact on the cross-over point. 

The Deborah number can also be changed by varying the flow rate (and thus 

Darcy velocity u as shown in the previous section. Of course, flow rate changes also 

result in a change in the attendant pressure gradient and thus a direct increase in the 

capillary number. Since capillary number has been documented to have a direct impact 

on    , care must be taken when using flow rate to increase the Deborah number.   

4.1.4 Xanthan Gum 

Xanthan gum is a biopolymer produced by the micro-organism Xanthomonas 

campestris (Sorbie, 1991). It was selected for use in some comparison experiments 
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because of its low elasticity. In early investigations, xanthan gum was thought to have a 

stiff rod-like structure. Early X-ray diffraction studies, rheology results, and insensitivity 

to temperature, pH, salinity, and hardness all supported this view. Later investigation 

suggests that xanthan gum is a molecule of some flexibility (Sorbie, 1991, p. 50). 

The published literature is quite scarce on relaxation times for xanthan gum. 

Measurement of its relaxation time in the rheometer resulted in a value that was 1.5x - 

2.0x lower than that of HPAM at concentrations and salinity that yield very similar bulk 

viscosities at a shear rate of 10      . The cross-over point shown in Figure 4.1.3.1 is 

18.9       where HPAM solutions with modest salinity of 1% have cross over points of 

approximately 10      . 

 

Figure 4.1.4.1: Frequency Sweep Test of 1000ppm Xanthan in 1% NaCl Brine 
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4.2 MATERIALS PREPARATION 

4.2.1 Core Preparation 

Sandstone cores were prepared from Berea, Boise, and Bentheimer outcrop 

blocks. Each core was drilled out of large blocks to form round cylinders approximately 

12 inches in length and 2 inches in diameter. Caliper measurements were taken to 

establish the bulk volume of each core. Cores were then encased in epoxy with 

polycarbonate end plugs machined to distribute injected fluids and collect effluent evenly 

across the end faces of the core. Three evenly spaced pressure taps were then drilled and 

sealed along the side of the core tube. This results in 2 input/output ports at each end of 

the core and three intermediate pressure taps, each with a three way valve. Seal integrity 

of all ports was ensured with pressurized air observed in a water bath. 

4.2.2 Brine Preparation 

Brines were generally selected to maximize the elasticity of all polymer 

displacement fluids but not activate clay minerals in the cores. Minor consideration was 

also given to field applicable salinity levels.  

Maximal elasticity would be achieved with fresh water, but this alternative was 

rejected as it would potentially swell the clays present in the Berea and Boise cores and 

skew results. Initially, a brine of 1.5 wt% NaCl with no divalent hardness was used. Later 

experiments reduced the brine salinity yet further to 0.5% then 0.1% as experiments 

moved to the more siliceous Bentheimer stone. Low salinity brines are also used as an 

EOR process (Morrow, 2011) and this could potentially increase the oil recovered during 

waterflood and decrease the potential recovery in tertiary mode with viscoelastic floods. 

This impact is likely minimal given that Bentheimer has a very small percentage of clay 
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minerals and as such would not benefit significantly from a low salinity wettability 

change. 

 As described in Section 4.2.5, the presence of iron in the Bentheimer cores 

required additional brine chemistry to guard against potential polymer degradation. 

Injected brines did not include the sodium carbonate pH buffer as this would react with 

our active crude oil (TAN 2.36). Instead, small amounts of 0.1 molar NaOH were 

incrementally added to brine solutions to adjust the pH to ~ 7.5 before injection. All 

brines were filtered through 0.45  m filter paper to remove impurities that might plug the 

injection face of the core. 

4.2.3 Oil Preparation 

A moderately viscous crude oil was selected in the hope that an elastic effect 

would be highlighted in this context. The API of the oil was 19 and its viscosity 

measured at room temperature was approximately 300 cp. The density of the oil was 

measured at 0.92 g/ml and its TAN (measured upon arrival from the field) was 2.36. 

After removing oil from the bulk field container, water was removed with a separation 

funnel and then filtered with nitrogen drive through 0.45  m filter paper. 

4.2.3.1 Surrogate Oil 

Later experiments were conducted with a surrogate oil of crude mixed in various 

concentrations with decalin to achieve a lower viscosity. Early experiments indicated that 

the viscous nature of the crude oil contributed to a significant about of bypass. A 

surrogate oil with reduced viscosity was then employed to reduce this bypass and narrow 

focus on viscoelastic effects. 

A laboratory analysis of decalin weight percentage versus rheometer viscosity 

was done to provide a curve fit for target experimental viscosities: 
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Figure 4.2.3.1: Rheometer Crude Oil Viscosity with Added Decalin 

4.2.4 Viscous Displacement fluids 

4.2.4.1 Glycerin 

Glycerin solutions were prepared by diluting 100% glycerol with brine according 

to the following chart: 
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Table 4.2.4.1: Glycerin Viscosity (from Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Sept 1951, p 

2119) 

 

Since coreflooding was carried out a room temperature, interpolation at    C was 

used to compute the required weight percentage of glycerin for target viscosities. The 

viscosity of all injected glycerin solutions were verified with rheometer measurements. 

Targets were generally selected to ensure that glycerin drives were at least as viscous as 

the HPAM displacement fluids used in comparison experiments. Initially, glycerin 

solutions were not filtered, but in later Bentheimer experiments, all glycerin solutions 

were filtered through 1.2  m filter paper. 

The salinity of brines used to prepare glycerin drive solutions varied according to 

experimental requirements. In all cases, some concentration of NaCl was used with no 

divalent hardness. In the Bentheimer experiment series, glycerin solutions were de-

oxygenated to maintain reduced conditions achieved during the iron flush of the core. 

Sodium Dithionite was also added as an oxygen scavenger with an appropriate pH buffer. 

Details are specified for each listed experiment. 
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4.2.4.2 Xanthan Gum 

Xanthan gum solutions were prepared from a dry powder base according to the 

Chemical EOR lab protocol defined in (Kulawardana, 2012). The resulting solution was 

then filtered through 1.2  m filter paper. Xanthan is a biopolymer and as such was stored 

in the refrigerator to limit potential biologic degradation.   

 

4.2.4.3 HPAM 

The HPAM used for all experiments was FP 3630S. Dry polymer crystals were 

weighed to achieve the designed ppm concentration and then slowly added to the brine 

vortex while mixing. After application of an Argon covering blanket to reduce oxygen 

infiltration, the mixture was first mixed at high speed (300 RPM), then reduced to mix at 

160 RPM for 48-72 hours until fully clear. The polymer was then filtered using the UT 

EOR lab’s standard filtration ratio test to ensure that it could be injected without plugging 

the core. It is important to note that the first filtration failed to meet the 1.2 filtration ratio 

in most cases. All injected polymers did eventually pass on the second or third filtration 

attempt. 

Similar to all glycerin drive solutions (Section 4.2.4.1), HPAM solutions injected 

into Bentheimer cores were also de-oxygenated and enhanced with a higher redox 

potential using Sodium Dithionite and a NaOH pH buffer. 

 

4.2.5 Reduction of Iron 

Both oxygen and iron radicals have the potential to sever the backbone structure 

of polymer molecules and thus degrade both the viscosity and elasticity of polymer 
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solutions (Sorbie, 1991, pp. 83-115). The Bentheimer outcrop sandstone used in some 

experiments contains a large amount of iron, both visible in its reddish mottled 

appearance (see Section 5.3.1) and by testing of the brine flush effluents. Thus prior to oil 

flooding of the core, and extensive flushing process was employed to reduce the core to 

anaerobic conditions, remove surface iron from the core, and reduce the trivalent, ferric 

iron (    ) to the divalent, ferrous (      form. Ferrous iron is considered to have less 

potential for polymer degradation than the ferric form. 

 All brine solutions were initially vacuum degassed, then bubbled with argon to 

remove dissolved oxygen. EDTA was added as a chelating agent to remove iron from the 

core. Sodium dithionite was added to scavenge oxygen, reduce the redox potential 

(ORP), and transform     to     . The reduction of iron in the presence of water is 

shown in the following equation (Unomah, 2013, p. 192): 

    
  

 + 2      + 2   O = 2      +     
  

 + 4                         3.1 

Sodium Carbonate was added to buffer the production of the hydrogen radicals 

and maintain a higher pH. 

 

4.3 CORE FLOODING 

4.3.1 Base Procedures 

The following general steps were completed for each core flood in additional to 

the preparation of all fluids and physical preparation of the core itself. 

1. Air in the core was evacuated with a vacuum pump through one of the end 

ports. The core apparatus was then disconnected and weighed. Brine was 

then allowed to infuse out of a graduated cylinder into the inlet port at the 

other end of the core. A volumetric brine difference was computed and 
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compared to the weight difference before and after infusion. A 0.2 ml 

reduction was then taken to account for the volume of the end ports, 

pressure taps, connecting tubes, and valves. This volume was then used to 

establish the pore volume and porosity of each core. 

2. In the Bentheimer experiments, a 20+ PV flush was employed to remove 

iron and reduce the oxidation state of the core as described in section 

4.2.5. 

3. Oil was then pumped into the core from top to bottom by positioning the 

core vertically with the inlet port at the top. This configuration provided 

an additional amount of gravity conformance to the flood in an attempt to 

minimize the bypass of brine and ensure that the resulting oil saturation 

was as close to maximal as possible. After allowing at least 24 hours of 

settling time to complete gravity separation, the volume of brine effluent 

was measured to establish the amount of oil residing in the core and thus 

this initial oil saturation. 

4. A water flood was performed to measure the oil recovery. This establishes 

a baseline to measure differences with other displacement fluids. In later 

experiments a follow-up glycerin flood was used to clear bypassed 

sections of oil to arrive at a non-elastic residual oil saturation. In each 

case, the flood was considered completed when oil cuts became negligible 

as shown here: 
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Figure 4.2: Trace Oil Effluent 

5. A tertiary or quaternary flood was then performed with the elastic HPAM 

fluid to measure additional mobilization of oil. 

6. Secondary floods (use of a viscous displacement fluid immediately after 

oil infusion) were in many cases performed for the each displacement 

fluid for comparison. 

7. In all cases other than the early stages of waterflooding, oil and brine 

effluents were discharged in a mixed stream. After the collection tubes 

were sealed with a cap, there were allowed to settle in a       oven to 

accelerate separation. This process often took up to 24 hours. 
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4.3.2 Initial Conditions 

Ideally every experiment should start at exactly the same initial conditions with 

only one variable modified. In a perfect experiment, the same core would be used for all 

experiments and it would be flooded to exactly the same oil saturation before 

commencement of the recovery floods. This, was shown during the Berea-1 experiment 

(Section 5.1.2) to be impossible to achieve. Hysteresis in the drainage / imbibition 

process results in both a different bulk oil saturation but also a slightly different starting 

distribution. Once a polymer has been injected into a core, it can be partially removed 

with bleach and brine solutions, but some adsorption and concentration in the connate 

brine will remain. 

With these constraints in mind, it was decided early in the research sequence that 

all experiments would start with a fresh core. The down side of this decision is that every 

core is different and adds variability to the experiment. Heterogeneities in the rock effect 

both porosity and permeability. This also results is differing initial oil saturations 

although the variance was much smaller than values observed where cores were cleaned 

and reflooded. 

 

4.3.3 Experimental Uncertainties 

The goal of most experiments is to establish a cause and effect relationship.  

Ideally only one variable is changed from experiment to experiment. In this context, the 

resulting effects can usually be attributed to the change in that single variable. Although 

every effort is made to ensure that only one variable is changed from one experiment to 

another, there are many uncertainties that make this goal very difficult to achieve in this 

context: 
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1. As mentioned in the previous section, a new core was used for every 

experiment. Clearly there can be some variation across actual cores that 

may favor one outcome or another. The permeability heterogeneity 

documented by (Wreath, 1989) could have a clear impact on differences in 

bypassed oil in a core. 

2. Heavier oils tend to alter wettability over time. Although it is assumed that 

cores start water wet, sites within the core may become more oil wet 

during the experimental time and thus impact results. Although most 

experiments were completed in 2-5 days, delays of several additional days 

occurred in some cases. However, the wettability alteration process is 

expected to be slow at room temperature. 

3. After the crude oil is filtered, it is stored in jars until it is loaded into a 

metal cylinder for injection, settling may change the composition of the 

crude that is injected into each experimental core. Oil is shaken both 

before filling the cylinder and before injection but some variance in 

injected oil must be expected. 

4. Effluent was collected in 15ml polycarbonate tubes and allowed to gravity 

separate into the individual oil and brine phases. At one point, glass tubes 

were tried in the hope that the hydrophobic nature of glass would more 

completely allow the oil and brine to separate. In fact, this was not 

observed to be the case. Oil often adhered to small sections of the glass 

creating disconnected (and hard to estimate) blobs of oil. Oil / brine 

menisci were also often deformed in non-uniform ways, making volume 

estimations more difficult. 
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5. Estimating effluent levels is often difficult to do. The interfaces between 

oil, brine, and the test tube form curved menisci making estimation of both 

the top of the brine and the top of the floating oil difficult. Two cases are 

present. When the oil is of sufficient volume, it forms a closed cylinder 

with a meniscus on both the bottom interface with the brine and top 

interface with the air. The second case occurs where the volume of oil is 

insufficient to form a closed cylinder. In this case, the bottom meniscus 

joins with the top one resulting in a ring of oil nearer the edge of the tube. 

In each case, estimation procedures were made to judge the impact of the 

various menisci on total oil volume. 

6. Filtering – All polymer solutions were filtered to insure that they could be 

injected into the core without plugging. In many cases, polymer solutions 

did not initially meet the 1.2 filtration ratio standard. Most solutions 

filtered on the second try but some required three tries. Although the 

viscosity was always measured with the rheometer after filtration to insure 

that it was within the required viscosity and elasticity range, this 

difference could potentially impact results with different filtration history 

for each experiment. 

7. In the rheometer, shear rate is set and the viscosity of the fluid measured. 

In porous media, the shear rate is quite variable and dependent on both 

local geometry and the saturation of the oil obstructing flow of the 

aqueous solution. It is thus expected that the shear rate will vary at 

different points in the core and will vary at different times during the 

flood. Estimating and comparing viscosities of different displacement 

fluids is extremely complex in this context. 
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4.3.4 Experimental Constraints 

One overriding constraint on any EOR process is that it should be applicable to 

eventual field use. In the laboratory, we can create a large range of flow rates / pressure 

gradients while core flooding. But pressure gradients in field applications are limited by 

surface equipment and formation parting pressure. This translates with typical values of 

permeability, depth, and well spacing to an average frontal velocity of ~ 1 ft/day, but 

actual values can be much less or much greater in specific cases. 

Flow rates and pressure gradients are linked to several experimental metrics: 

1. The capillary number is proportional to the pressure gradient which is 

proportional to flow rate. A typical critical capillary number (the value 

when the oil saturation starts to decrease) for water-wet sandstones is 

on the order of     , but its value can vary by an order of magnitude. 

It should ideally be measured for the specific rock since it depends on 

the rock’s pore size distribution. Regardless, the flow rate should 

ideally be kept below some value to prevent capillary desaturation. 

2. As the permeability increases, the pressure gradient must decrease in 

order for this limit to hold. Thus, in higher permeability cores under 

flood, a yet lower the flow rate must be selected to remain under the 

capillary number limit of 1 x     . For very high permeability cores, 

the required flow rate is exceedingly small. Holding this limit would 

then result in experiment durations (for 2-3 PV injections) that exceed 

several weeks. The impracticality of this result led many experiments 

to run a capillary numbers greater than 1 x       
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3. Potential elastic effects are directly proportional to flow rate. As flow 

rate increases, elastic effects should increase as well. Since we want to 

observe and measure viscoelastic recovery, we often want the highest 

elasticity possible.  This metric is more favorable when flow rates are 

higher. 

4. Capillary end effects result in additional desaturation of oil in water 

wet sandstones when the scaling coefficient is too low. The Rapoport 

Leas scaling coefficient is directly proportional to the flow velocity. 

This metric benefits when flow rates are set higher. 

5. HPAM viscosity and elasticity decrease with salinity until a high 

salinity plateau is reached above about 40,000 ppm. Higher elasticity 

may allow for observation of elastic effects but not be applicable 

unless low salinity is used in the specific reservoir application. 

6. Moderate to heavy oils have the least favorable mobility ratios when 

waterflooded and are thus the most favorable for oil recovery with 

polymer flooding but also lead to bypassing of oil in cores. This can 

complicate the interpretation of oil recovery results. 

7. A fundamental design parameter of these experiments is that injections 

would occur at constant flow rates until they reach steady state. And 

while it is possible to estimate the pressure response for that flow rate, 

complications due to relative permeability and shear thinning viscosity 

make this process difficult. When the pressure does not meet 

expectations, it is, of course, possible to reduce or increase the flow 

rate to eventually arrive at the target, but such adjustments are 

extremely hard to report and repeat in future experiments. In many 
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cases, the pressure of the secondary flood was recorded and then 

adjustments made to any subsequent floods to meet this target. The 

implication of this is that many experiments operated in the declining 

portion of the capillary desaturation curve. Pressure gradients of 

tertiary floods were monitored to ensure that comparative floods were 

within and acceptably narrow range. 
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Chapter 5 - Results and Discussion 

The search for an experimental context that highlights viscoelastic effects has 

proved elusive. Core flooding experiments have many variables as discussed in sections 

2.3 and 4.3.3 above and as such it is often difficult, if not impossible, to assign additional 

oil recovery uniquely to elastic effects. In most cases, there are alternative explanations 

which could also result in the same recovery.  

One key contribution of this research is the elimination of experimental core flood 

designs that did not work. Early experiments were characterized by choices that violated 

one or more of the experimental constraints listed in Section 4.3.4. The most recent series 

of experiments in Bentheimer sandstone has shown the most promise. 

This research began with the use of Berea outcrop sandstone to take advantage of 

its homogeneity and moderate permeability, but the size of its pore throats was found to 

be too small for the very large Dalton polymers that were selected for their high 

elasticity. Although not apparent at first, it was eventually determined that the matrix was 

filtering the polymer and leading to continually increasing and eventually unacceptably 

high pressure gradients. Eventually, it was decided to abandon the use of Berea. 

Boise sandstone cores were next selected to continue experiments in rock with 

larger pore throats, greater permeability, and much lower potential for polymer filtering. 

A significant number of experiments were conducted in Boise as well but it was 

eventually determined that the larger amount of heterogeneity in the rock would likely 

lead to bypassed oil and a skewing of results. 

A third sandstone, Bentheimer, was then selected for its combined high 

permeability, homogeneity, and its low clay content.  
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A series of experiments was conducted in each sandstone in turn. The results of 

each series are presented in the following sections. 

 

5.1 BEREA EXPERIMENTS 

The first core flooding experiments conducted during this research were with 

Berea sandstone cores. Cores were numbered sequentially as they were fabricated and 

named Berea-N. 

This set of experiments could be characterized as exploratory in nature. 

Experiments were designed to better define the problem, verify and refine the core 

flooding procedures, identify which data were most relevant to the premise, and 

experiment with the preparation and flooding with a variety of fluids. Earlier experiments 

may be missing one or more of the data sets that were later defined as the full set of data 

required for full experimental characterization. 

Berea is a fine-grained sandstone, somewhat grey in color, and expected by the 

results of previous lab researchers to be very homogeneous. Air permeability was 

estimated by the quarry to be approximately 200 md. 

Figure 5.1 - Berea Sandstone 
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5.1.1 Experimental Overview 

Seven experiments were conducted in this series. Summarized details of core 

properties, fluid properties, and flooding parameters appear in Tables 5.1.1.1, 5.1.1.2, and 

5.1.1.3 below. 

1. Berea-1 – This experiment verified tracer techniques measuring core 

homogeneity, investigated oil effluent measurement, and determined 

whether one core could be reused multiple times for several successive 

core floods. 

2. Berea-1.2 – This experiment determined if a waterflood followed by a 

tertiary HPAM (see section 4.3.4.3 for details) flood would recover 

additional oil, essentially repeating the (Wreath, 1989) experiment. 

3. Berea-2 – This experiment conducted a secondary HPAM flood for 

comparison with the recovery observed in the secondary water flood. 

4. Berea-3 – This experiment conducted an HPAM flood in secondary mode 

but at a very low flow rate. With the low flow rate, the residence time 

would be sufficient for the polymer molecules to fully relax, resulting in 

little, if any normal forces. 

5. Berea-4 – This experiment used a xanthan gum solution in both secondary 

and tertiary modes for comparison with the more elastic HPAM floods. 

6. Berea-5 – This experiment was a single phase HPAM flood (no oil) to 

observe the pressure response. 
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7. Berea-6 – The final experiment in the Berea series of floods. An initial 

waterflood was followed by a tertiary glycerin flood, then a quaternary 

HPAM flood. 

 

Table 5.1.1.1: Summary of Berea Experiments 

Experiment Description Distinction 

Berea-1 Brine Floods Re-flooding of oil 

Berea-1.2 Core Floods: Brine, HPAM Base Tertiary Recovery 

Berea-2 Core Flood: HPAM HPAM Secondary 

Berea-3 Core Flood: HPAM Slow HPAM Secondary 

Berea-4 Core Floods: Xanthan; Brine Xanthan Xanthan Secondary and Tertiary 

Berea-5 Core Flood: HPAM Single Phase (no oil) 

Berea-6 Core Floods: Brine,  Glycerin Tertiary Glycerin Recovery 

 

Table 5.1.1.2: Summary of Berea Core & Fluid Properties 

Core & Fluid Properties 

Experiment  

Perm 
(K)  

(md) 
PV       

(ml) 

Oil    

    
(cp) 

Brine    

         
(cp) 

Glycerin / 

Xanthan   
(cp) 

HPAM   

         
(cp) 

HPAM      

          
(sec) 

Berea-1 0.182 187 104.6 300 0.95 - - - 

Berea-1-2 0.182 187 104.6 300 0.95 - 21.5 0.05 

Berea-2 0.178 172 102.4 300 - - 20.57 0.05 

Berea-3 0.178 169 99.0 300 - - 22.6 0.09 

Berea-4 0.192 161 106.6 300 0.95 22.5 - - 

Berea-5 0.210 248 116.7 - - - 19.6 - 

Berea-6 0.21 278 112.4 300 0.95 22.2 - - 
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Table 5.1.1.3: Summary of Berea Flooding Parameters and Oil Recovery 

Flooding Parameters and Oil Recovery 

    Secondary Flood 1 Tertiary Flood Quaternary Flood Total 

Experiment 
Init 

Oil So 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /          

% OOIP 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /          

% OOIP 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /          

% OOIP 

Recovery 
So /          

% OOIP 
Final 

So 

Berea-1.2 75.6% Brine 33.8% HPAM 8.1% - - 41.9% 33.7% 

    11.52 44.7% 0.51 10.7% - - 55.4%   

Berea-2 76.6% HPAM 37.6% - - - - 37.6% 38.9% 

    0.47 49.2% - - - - 49.2%   

Berea-3 78.8% HPAM 38.5% - - - - 38.5% 40.3% 

    0.46 48.9% - - - - 48.9%   

Berea-4 73.6% Xanthan 36.1% - - - - 36.1% 35.1% 

Secondary   0.35 50.7% - - - - 50.7%   

Berea-4 63.0% Brine 31.8% Xanthan 0.8% - - 32.6% 30.4% 

Teritary   8.38 50.4% 0.35 1.3% - - 51.7%   

Berea-5 - - - - - - - -  -  

Single 
Phase   - - - - - - -    

Berea-6 76.9% Brine 36.0% Glycerin 9.4% HPAM 0% 45.5% 31.4% 

    9.71 46.9% 0.42 12.3% 0.43 0% 59.1%   

 

5.1.2 Experiment Berea-1 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to investigate several core flooding 

techniques and determine which of them were applicable to the overall objective of this 

research. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 
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1. A Berea core was measured, weighed, and sealed in an epoxy holder with 

two input/output ports and three pressure taps as specified in Section 4.2.1. 

2. The pore volume, porosity, and brine permeability were measured and 

recorded using 1.5% NaCl brine. 

3. A salinity tracer test was conducted with 4% NaCl brine injected at 5 

ml/min. 

4. Oil was then infused into the core and a waterflood conducted with 1.5% 

NaCl brine. The technique of measuring oil effluent per pore volume 

injected with graduated burettes was employed and evaluated. 

5. Steps 3 & 4 were repeated three times to determine the amount of 

hysteresis inherent in the re-flooding process required for reusing cores in 

multiple experiments. 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.1.2.1: Berea-1 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 104.5 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity ( ) 0.18     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.97 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.99 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity - cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.56 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.36 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.57 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover - Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 187 md     - sec  

  1.85E-09 cm^2         
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Tracer Results 

The salinity tracer confirmed low heterogeneity for the Berea sandstone outcrop 

rock. Integrating the area above the curve resulted in a pore volume of 102.5 ml, within 

2% of the volume and weight based measurements. 

 

Figure 5.1.2.1: Berea-1 Salinity Tracer Test 

The homogeneity of the Berea cores was also confirmed with intermediate 

pressure tap readings that were closely grouped during steady state flow. 

Waterflood Experimental Method 

The standard laboratory method of running a water flood is to collect oil and brine 

effluent into graduated burettes. At regular time intervals (specified by the flow rate of 

the experiment), the total effluent and brine effluent levels are measured and recorded. 

Plotting this data shows the decline in oil saturation within the core versus PV injected. 

Initially, only oil effluent is observed, but eventually water break through occurs and the 
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water cut increases. The difficulty is that the time required for the oil and water to fully 

separate within the burette is substantially greater than the time between recorded 

measurements, especially for more viscous oils. Thus, the amount of oil effluent recorded 

at each time interval was overestimated because a large amount of water was still settling 

through the oil column. The settling time required also grows over time as the height of 

the oil column increases.  This settling effect is show in Figures 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2 

below. 

 

 

Figure 5.1.2.2: Berea-1 Waterflood 1 before and after settling 

The results for the second water flood displayed even more differences suggesting 

that almost all of the late effluent was water and it required a substantial amount of time 

to settle through the oil column to the bottom. 
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Figure 5.1.2.3: Berea-1 Waterflood 2 Settling Results 

For this reason, the collection method for all flooding effluents was changed to 

separate collection tubes and the use of a fractional flow collector. Effluents were 

collected in approximately 10 ml increments in Fisher 15 ml centrifuge tubes, sealed with 

a cap, placed in a     C oven, and allowed to settle before measurement and recording. 

Core Reuse 

The initial intent was to reuse cores for multiple flooding experiments. This 

would allow comparison of results within the same rock framework, reducing the impact 

of core variability from the results. An oil flood followed by a waterflood was conducted 

three times in succession in the Berea-1 core. The results are shown in Figure 5.1.2.4 and 

Table 5.2.1.2. 
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Figure 5.1.2.4: Berea-1 Successive Oil & Water Floods 

Table 5.1.2.2: Berea-1 Successive Oil & Water Flood Volumes and End Saturations 

  Water Oil So 

Initial 104.5 0 0 

Oil Flood 1 24.33 80.17 0.767 

Waterflood 1 61.08 43.42 0.416 

Oil Flood 2 29.28 75.22 0.720 

Waterflood 2 63.78 40.72 0.390 

Oil Flood 3 25.43 77.07 0.738 

Waterflood 3 70.23 34.27 0.328 

The results show that there is a significant amount of hysteresis in the final oil and 

water saturations after each flood. A similar, but smaller, variation was seen in 

subsequent experiments when using a new core each time. The conclusion from this data 

is the anticipated advantage of reusing cores did not present itself in consistent starting 

saturations. 

After the third waterflood, a HPAM polymer flood was initiated followed by a 

forth oil flood. 
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Figure 5.1.2.5: Berea-1 Oil Flood following Polymer Flood 

In this part of the experiment the oil flood achieved an oil saturation of 53.4% 

compared with a starting saturation of 77% before waterflood, an unacceptably high 

difference. Attempts were made to clean the Berea-1 core with a bleach solution to break 

the polymer and flush it, but pressure measurements showed that to be ineffective and the 

time required to return to a “clean” core was unacceptable. Since all subsequent 

experiments anticipated some form of polymer flood, the idea of reusing cores for 

multiple experiments was abandoned. All subsequent experiments (with the exception of 

Berea-4 below) started with a newly constructed core and were discarded at the end of 

the experiment. 

5.1.3 Experiment Berea-1.2 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to perform a waterflood followed by a 

tertiary HPAM flood. The (Wreath, 1989) Thesis conducted a similar experiment and 
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observed no additional oil effluent. Then, when a subsequent secondary HPAM flood 

recovered significantly more oil than the previous waterflood, the premise that HPAM’s 

elasticity was the mobilizing mechanism was first postulated. This experiment attempted 

to verify those observations. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Re-flood the Berea-1 core with oil until no additional brine effluent is 

observed. 

2. Waterflood brine: 1.5% NaCl 

3. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in waterflood brine; target viscosity ~22 cp 

4. Flow rates: Brine @ 0.5 ml/min (~6.6 ft/day). HPAM flood at 0.1 ml/min 

(~1.3 ft/day frontal advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.1.3.1: Berea-1.2 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 104.6 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity ( ) 0.18     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.97 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.99 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 21.5 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.56 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.36 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.57 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 18.5 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 187 md     0.05 sec  

  1.85E-09 cm^2         

Rheometer steady rate sweep and dynamic frequency sweep tests were used to 

measure the listed HPAM parameters: 
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Figure 5.1.3.1: Berea-1.2 Steady Rate Test (1500 ppm HPAM in 1.5% NaCl Brine) 

 

Figure 5.1.3.2: Berea-1.2 Frequency Sweep Test (1500 ppm HPAM in 1.5% NaCl Brine) 
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Flooding parameters are displayed in Table 5.1.3.2. The mobility ratio of the brine 

flood was clearly very unfavorable (11.5) whereas the 0.5 mobility ratio of the HPAM 

flood was favorable. 

Table 5.1.3.2: Berea-1.2 Waterflood and HPAM flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.36 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.36 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.33 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 1.33 ft/day 

Max Δ P 60 psi  
 

Max Δ P 80 psi  

Mobility Ratio 11.52   
 

Mobility Ratio 0.51   

Nvc (k ΔP/σ) 1.04E-05   
 

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.39E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 3.24E-08   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.33E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 0.78 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 17.75 cm^2 cp/min 

Results 

A plot of the oil recovery is displayed in Figure 5.1.2.5 above and quantified 

below. 

Table 5.1.3.3: Berea-1.2 Flooding Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.756   

 
End Point Kro 0.850 

End Oil Saturation 0.337 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.031 

Water Flood Recovery 0.338 0.447 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.582 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.081 0.107 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.663 

Total Recovery 0.419 0.554 

 
    

 

The water flood recovered 45% of the original oil in place while the subsequent 

HPAM flood recovered and additional 11%. It is also important to note that the oil 

arrived at approximately 0.5 PV of injection as shown in Figure 5.3.3.1. This was a 
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surprising result given the previous observation of (Wreath, 1989) that no additional oil 

was recovered from his Berea core after waterflooding. Wreath’s results may have been 

due to much lower oil viscosity of (4.9 cp) and higher permeability (~600md). 

5.1.4 Experiment Berea-2 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to perform a secondary HPAM flood and 

compare the results with those of the Berea-1-2 experiment. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Prepare a Berea core and flood it with oil until no additional brine effluent 

is observed. 

2. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine 

3. Flow rate: HPAM flood at 0.1 ml/min (~1.3 ft/day frontal advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.1.4.1: Berea-2 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 102.4 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.18     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.965 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.99 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 20.57 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.55 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.34 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.57 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 18.99 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 172 md     0.05 sec  

  1.70E-09 cm^2         
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Table 5.1.4.2: Berea-2 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.36 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.36 ft/day 

Max Δ P 100 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.47 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.60E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.01E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 17.33 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 0.38   

Results 

 

Figure 5.1.4.1: Berea-2 HPAM Secondary Oil Recovery & Comparison with Berea-1 
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Table 5.1.4.3: Berea-2 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.766   

 
End Point Kro 0.963 

End Oil Saturation 0.368 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.031 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.397 0.519 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.632 

Total Recovery 0.397 0.519 

 
    

 

The recovery of the secondary HPAM flood was 39.7 saturation points to an end 

oil saturation of 36.8%. The total recovery from the waterflood and tertiary HPAM flood 

in experiment Berea-1 was 41.9 saturation points to an end saturation of 33.7%. An 

alternative comparison, computing the percentage of original oil in place recovered may 

be used to minimize the impact of varying initial oil saturation across experiments. The 

Berea-2 experiment recovered 51.9% of the OOIP and the Berea-1 experiment, 55.4%. 

It is significant that the recovery with connected oil in a secondary mode was not 

more that the total recovery after some oil likely became disconnected during the initial 

waterflood. This contradicts the evidence presented in section 2.3.5 related to initial 

water saturation. 

The pressure response during this flood was not as expected. After an initial rise 

in pressure and an apparent tailing off in several intermediate sections, the pressure 

continued to rise in all sections and across the whole core. (Note that the intermediate 

pressure transducers had a limit of 25 psi and reported pressures only up to that point). 

When the pressure rose close the 90 psi, the flow rate was reduced to 0.05 ml per minute. 

Although not apparent to this researcher at the time, it was identified by Dr. Pope that 

polymer was filtering onto the rock matrix and causing the steady increase in pressure. 

Although the flow rates were set to a field applicable 1 ft/day, the high pressure gradients 

fully violate any field applicability limits. 
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Figure 5.1.4.2: Berea-2 Secondary HPAM Flood Pressure Response 

5.1.5 Experiment Berea-3 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to repeat experiment Berea-2 but run the 

flood at a very slow rate. This will increase the pore body residence time and allow the 

polymer molecules time to relax. The theory is that the additional residence time reduces 

or eliminates any accumulated strain and the associated normal forces that could mobilize 

oil. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Prepare a Berea core and flood it with oil until no additional brine effluent 

is observed. 

2. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine 

3. Flow rate: HPAM flood at 0.01 ml/min (~0.14 ft/day frontal advance). 
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Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.1.5.1: Berea-3 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 99.0 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.18     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 22.6 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.4 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  28.96 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.11 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 11.26 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 169 md     0.09 sec  

  1.67E-09 cm^2         

 

Table 5.1.5.2: Berea-3 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.01 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 0.75 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.14 ft/day 

Max Δ P 90 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.46 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.43E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.88E-08   

Rapoport-Leas 1.92 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 0.29   
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Results 

 

Figure 5.1.5.1: Berea-3 Slow Secondary HPAM Flood Results and Comparison 

Table 5.1.5.3: Berea-3 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.788   

 
End Point Kro 0.886 

End Oil Saturation 0.403 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.031 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.385 0.489 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.597 

Total Recovery 0.385 0.489 

 
    

As can be seen in Figure 5.1.5.1, the final oil saturation of this flood is not much 

lower than the waterflood and much higher than the Berea-2 tertiary flood. On the face of 

it, these results suggest that the slow secondary did not perform as well as the faster rate 

floods. However, total recovery for the Berea-4 flood was 38.5 saturation points 

compared to 39.7 for the Berea-2 flood. This was due to the higher initial oil saturation in 

the Berea-3 experiment. Percentage recovery of OOIP was 48.9% for Berea-4 compared 

with 51.9% for Berea-2, a very modest difference. The fact that the slow secondary did 
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recover less oil and did arrive at a higher final oil saturation that either of the two faster 

floods does lend support to the elastic recovery premise of this thesis. 

The pressure response, while more ragged in this recording, was quite similar. 

Even at this slow flow rate, the pressure drop continuously climbed to a very high value, 

confirming the previous polymer filtering assessment. It appears that the pressure stays 

initially low in each section, then builds at the polymer arrives in that section. Curiously, 

this is true for all sections other than section 1. Once again, the pressure limitations of the 

sectional transducers plateau out the reading at ~27 psi (shown in sections 2 and 3). 

 

 

Figure 5.1.5.2: Berea-3 Slow Secondary Pressure Response 

5.1.6 Experiment Berea-4 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was a series of xanthan gum floods using the 

same core. It was thought that xanthan gum (as opposed to HPAM) could be more easily 
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cleaned from the core to allow resuse. After each segment of this experiment (listed 

below), the core was re-flooded with oil, then flooded again with one or more 

displacement fluids: 

1. A baseline waterflood 

2. A secondary Xanthan flood.  

3. Waterflood with brine followed by a Xanthan flood in tertiary mode. 

Xanthan’s rod-like structure is thought to be much less elastic than HPAM, and 

should recover less oil if our research premise is correct. These floods were designed to 

compare Xanthan oil recovery with that of previous HPAM floods. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Prepare a Berea core and flood it with oil until no additional brine effluent 

is observed. 

2. Conduct a baseline waterflood with 1.5% NaCl brine. Re-flood with oil. 

3. Prepare Xanthan solution: 1000 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine. 

4. Conduct secondary Xanthan flood at 0.1 ml/min (~1.3 ft/day frontal 

advance). 

5. Clean and flush the core with 5% bleach solution followed by 10+ PV of 

brine flush. Re-flood the core with oil. 

6. Waterflood with 1.5% NaCl brine at 0.1 ml/min. 

7. Conduct a tertiary Xanthan flood at 0.1 ml/min (~1.3 ft/day frontal 

advance). 
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Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.1.6.1: Berea-4 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 106.6 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.19     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.942 in   Xanthan Viscosity 22.5 cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity - cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.45 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.08 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.11 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover - Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 161 md     - sec  

  1.59E-09 cm^2         

 

Table 5.1.6.1: Berea-4 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid Xanthan 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.54 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.54 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.29 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 1.29 ft/day 

Max Δ P 60.5 psi  
 

Max Δ P 94 psi  

Mobility Ratio 8.38 
  

Mobility Ratio 0.35 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 9.12E-06   

 
Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.42E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 3.31E-08   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.85E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 0.75 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 17.87 cm^2 cp/min 

 The flooding parameters for Xanthan above apply to both the secondary and 

tertiary floods. 
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Results 

 

Figure 5.1.6.1: Berea-4 Xanthan Secondary and Tertiary Floods 

Table 5.1.6.3: Berea-4 Xanthan Oil Recovery Results 

Baseline Waterflood 

   Initial Oil Saturation 0.736     End Point Kro 0.678 

End Oil Saturation 0.356 %OOIP   End Point Krw 0.018 

Water Flood Recovery 0.380 0.517   End Sw Water Flood 0.644 

Total Recovery 0.380 0.517       

Secondary Xanthan Flood       

Initial Oil Saturation 0.71         

End Oil Saturation 0.351 %OOIP       

Xanthan Flood Recovery 0.361 0.507   
End Sw Xanthan 
Flood 0.649 

Total Recovery 0.361 0.507       

Tertiary Xanthan Flood       

Initial Oil Saturation 0.630         

End Oil Saturation 0.304 %OOIP       

Water Flood Recovery 0.318 0.504   End Sw Water Flood 0.688 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.008 0.013   
End Sw Xanthan 
Flood 0.696 

Total Recovery 0.326 0.517       
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The results do show different final oil saturations and saturation recoveries. But 

each of the floods started from a different intial oil saturation and each of the %OOIP 

recoveries was almost identical. The secondary Xanthan flood with a better mobility ratio 

of course recovered more than the waterflood. These results also confirm that it is 

difficult to reuse one core and get reliable results. The pressure profiles for each flood are 

included below: 

 

 

Figure 5.1.6.2: Berea-4 Xanthan Secondary Pressure Response 
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Figure 5.1.6.3: Berea-4 Xanthan Tertiary Pressure Response 

Both pressure responses indicate that the xanthan gum is also filtering onto the 

rock matrix during flooding as the pressure drop did not reach a steady state value. The 

pressure gradient is almost 100 times greater than the typical field pressure gradient. 

5.1.7 Experiment Berea-5 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was conduct single phase flow of HPAM 

polymer to observe the pressure response and compare that to two-phase flow pressure 

drop when flooding an oil saturated rock. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Prepare a Berea core 

2. HPAM: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine 
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3. Flow rate: HPAM flood at 0.1 ml/min (~1.3 ft/day frontal advance). 

 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.1.7.1: Berea-5 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 116.7 ml   Oil Viscosity - cp 

Porosity 0.21     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.92 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 19.6 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.49 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.18 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.01 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover - Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 248 md     - sec  

  2.45E-09 cm^2         

 

Table 5.1.7.2: Berea-5 Single-Phase Flood Parameters 

Darcy Velocity 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.57 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.18 ft/day 

Max Δ P 5.44 psi  
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Results 

 

Figure 5.1.7.1: Berea-5 Pressure Response of the Single Phase HPAM flood 

The pressure drop response has several characteristics that are different from the 

previous two-phase floods: 

1. The pressure plateaus and does not continue to rise. There is a slight rise at 

the end of the flood but this is likely due to the anomalous jump in 

pressure recording in section 2. This result implies that the filtering 

behavior witnessed in previous two-phase floods is somehow linked to the 

presence of oil in the core. 

2. The overall pressure drop is ~5.27 whereas the predicted pressure drop 

given the measured brine permeability is 4.83. This slightly higher value 

may be influenced by a viscosity change from the rheometer bulk value at 

10       to a slightly higher value of 21.4 cp. 
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The effluent polymer viscosity equaled the injected viscosity at 0.94 PV. 

5.1.8 Experiment Berea-6 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to conduct a series of floods: 

1. Waterflood 

2. Tertiary glycerin flood 

3. Quaternary HPAM flood 

Each oil recovery could be compared with previous experiments. A specific goal 

was to observe whether the elastic HPAM could recover additional oil beyond that of the 

non-elastic waterflood and glycerin flood combination. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Flood the core with oil until no additional brine effluent is observed. 

2. Waterflood brine: 1.5% NaCl 

3. Gylcerin solution: 72% glycerin in waterflood brine, target 23 cp 

4. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine 

5. Flow rates: Brine, glycerin, and HPAM all @ 0.1 ml/min (~1.3 ft/day) 
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Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.1.8.1: Berea-6 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 112.4 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.21     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity 22.2 cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 21.6 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.3 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  28.70 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.07 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 16.3 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 278 md     0.06 sec  

  2.74E-09 cm^2         

 

Table 5.1.8.2: Berea-6 Brine and Glycerin Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.21 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 1.21 ft/day 

Max Δ P 32 psi  
 

Max Δ P 66.4 psi  

Mobility Ratio 9.71 
  

Mobility Ratio 0.42 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 8.44E-06   

 
Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.75E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 3.32E-08   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.76E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 0.70 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 16.30 cm^2 cp/min 
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Table 5.1.8.3: Berea-6 HPAM Flooding Parameters 

Injection 3 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.21 ft/day 

Max Δ P 95 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.43 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 2.51E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.76E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 15.86 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 1.68   

Results 

 

Figure 5.1.8.1: Berea-6 Oil Recovery Results 
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Table 5.1.8.4: Berea-6 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.769   

 
End Point Kro 0.976 

End Oil Saturation 0.314 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.030 

Water Flood Recovery 0.360 0.469 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.592 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 0.094 0.123 

 

End Sw Glycerin 
Flood 0.686 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.000 0.000 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.686 

Total Recovery 0.455 0.591 

 
    

The waterflood in combination with the tertiary glycerin flood recovered 59.1% 

of the OOIP but the subsequent HPAM flood recovered no additional oil. 

 

 

Figure 5.1.8.2: Berea-6 Glycerin Pressure Response 

5.1.9 Intermediate Conclusions 

The following intermediate conclusions can be drawn from the Berea series of 

core floods: 
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1. Reuse of cores for multiple experiments is rejected due to unacceptable 

hysteresis in initial oil saturations and severe difficulty in cleaning the 

core especially after injection of HPAM displacement fluids. 

2. Berea is a homogeneous sandstone with moderate permeability but when 

filled with oil, the high molecular weight FP 3630S HPAM polymer 

plugged the pore throats and never reached steady state. For this reason, 

this Berea outcrop was deemed unsuitable for continued work. Berea is 

available in a variety of permeability ranges and other samples with higher 

permeability may offer acceptable results. 

3. Oil effluent collection is best done with a fraction flow collector so that 

the oil and water can settle and be accurately measured for each PV 

injection increment. 

4. Waterfloods in this experimental context with unfavorable mobility ratios 

will bypass a large segments of oil ~10-12% of the OOIP. Tertiary 

recovery with a more viscous fluid and favorable mobility ratio will 

always mobilize this oil into an oil bank recovery. This occurs even when 

the initial waterflood is not field applicable and has a high pressure 

gradient of >90 psi. 

5. Figure 5.1.9.1 below summarizes the flooding behavior of this 

experimental series.  

a. The lowest final saturations and most recovery of OOIP was 

achieved with tertiary floods. 

b. The slow secondary flood with lower elasticity arrived at a higher 

end oil saturation but recovered 1 saturation point more that the 

faster HPAM secondary flood and only 0.3% less of OOIP. 
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c. The two Xanthan floods arrived at lower saturations than the 

HPAM floods and recovered 1-2% more OOIP.  

 

Figure 5.1.9.1: Comparison of Berea Oil Recovery Results 

6. The higher oil recoveries with all of the viscous fluids are consistent with 

fractional flow theory. In other words, the microscopic displacement 

sweep efficiency even in a homogeneous medium is much higher at the 

lower mobility ratios whether the fluid is Newtonian or non-Newtonian. 

7. These results are inconclusive and in some cases inconsistent with respect 

to the effect of polymer elasticity, which is likely a much smaller effect 
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than the first order fractional flow effect. It was decided to perform 

additional experiments in Boise sandstones to overcome the limitations 

incurred with the Berea sandstone. 

 

5.2 BOISE EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments in this section were all conducted using Boise sandstone and were 

numbered sequentially with names Boise-N. The Boise-8 core was discarded due to 

problems during fabrication. Boise was chosen for this series of experiments because it 

has much larger pore throats resulting in a permeability in the 800 – 1500+ md range. 

This throat size would eliminate the problems with matrix filtering of the HPAM 

flooding solutions. It has a tan to light tan color with some visible cross bedding 

laminations. Note that in this photograph, the laminations are visually exaggerated by the 

uneven surface. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Boise Sandstone 

5.2.1 Boise Heterogeneity 

Although it was not anticipated, it eventually became apparent that the Boise 

sandstone cores contained significant more heterogeneity than the Berea sandstone. 

Salinity tracer tests showed a large dispersion with both early break through and late 

arrival at full injected salinity. 
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Figure 5.2.1.1: Boise Salinity Tracer Tests 

Core Boise-5 was also placed in the CT scanner. The externally visible cross-

bedding laminations can also be seen internally from the core slice images. 

 

 

Figure 5.2.1.2: Cross-sectional CT Image of Boise-5 Core 
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Comparison of pressure response during flow at intermediate points of the core 

showed moderate divergence, confirming a greater heterogeneity. The concern, of course, 

is that heterogeneity can lead to bypassed oil and skew recovery results. On the other 

hand, heterogeneity is present to some degree is all cores (Section 2.3.3) and it presence 

should not entirely invalidate results. 

5.2.1 Experimental Overview 

Eight experiments were conducted in this series. Summarized details of core 

properties, fluid properties, and flooding parameters appear in Tables 5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.2, and 

5.2.1.3 below. 

1. Boise-1 – Waterflood and HPAM tertiary experiment to establish baseline 

flooding parameters and recovery values. 

2. Boise-2 – Secondary HPAM flood for recovery comparison. 

3. Boise-3 – Repeat of the HPAM secondary recovery in the higher 

permeability core. An additional chaser flood with HPAM at a higher 

concentration was also executed. 

4. Boise-4 – Repeat of the waterflood and HPAM tertiary in higher 

permeability core for comparison. 

5. Boise-5 – Secondary HPAM flood at very slow rate to achieve both field 

pressure gradient constraints and reduce potential elastic effects. 

6. Boise-6 – Waterflood followed by glycerin tertiary flood for comparison. 

7. Boise-7 – Glycerin secondary flood for recovery comparison. 

8. Boise-9 – Glycerin secondary flood followed by an HPAM tertiary flood. 

Conduct the experiment with a lower viscosity, surrogate oil. 
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Table 5.2.1.1: Summary of Boise Experiments 

Experiment Description Distinction 

Boise-1 Waterflood, HPAM Tertiary Baseline 

Boise-2 HPAM Secondary Secondary Recovery Comparison 

Boise-3 HPAM Secondary High viscosity HPAM chaser 

Boise-4 Waterflood, HPAM Tertiary Repeat at higher permeability 

Boise-5 Slow HPAM Secondary Low Elasticity 

Boise-6 Waterflood, Glycerin Tertiary Glycerin Recovery Comparison 

Boise-7 Glycerin Secondary Glycerin Recovery Comparison 

Boise-9 Glycerin Secondary/HPAM Tertiary Reduced Viscosity Oil 

 

Table 5.2.1.2: Summary of Boise Core & Fluid Properties 

Core & Fluid Properties 

Experiment  

Perm 
(K) 

(md) 
PV       

(ml) 

Oil  

  
(cp) 

Brine 

    
(cp) 

Glycerin 

         
(cp) 

HPAM 

    
(cp) 

HPAM  

     
(sec) 

Boise-1 0.27 475 156.4 300 0.95 - 19.23 - 

Boise-2 0.27 544 159.3 300 0.95 - 20.57 0.08 

Boise-3 0.28 847 161.0 300 - - 19.40 0.07 

Boise-4 0.29 1551 165.2 300 0.95 - 21.07 0.07 

Boise-5 0.25 1576 142.4 300 - - 18.38 0.06 

Boise-6 0.24 2906 141.2 300 0.95 19.7 - - 

Boise-7 0.25 1304 146.6 300 - 22.2 - - 

Boise-9 0.25 1563 147.4 149 - 23.73 19.71 0.07 
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Table 5.2.1.3: Summary of Boise Flooding Parameters and Oil Recovery 

Flooding Parameters & Recovery 

    Secondary Flood 1 Tertiary Flood Total 

Experiment 
Init 

Oil So 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /           

% OOIP 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /           

% OOIP 

Recovery 
So /           

% OOIP 
Final 
Sat 

Boise-1 76.5% Brine 32.9% HPAM 7.1% 40.0% 36.6% 

    10.18 42.9% 0.50 9.3% 52.2%   

Boise-2 77.3% HPAM 32.7% - - 32.7% 44.6% 

    0.45 42.3% - - 42.3%   

Boise-3 74.7% HPAM 41.2% HPAM 0% 41.2% 33.5% 

    0.48 55.2% 0.40 0% 55.2%   

Boise-4 71.9% Brine 31.0% HPAM 8.2% 39.2% 32.7% 

    4.83 43.1% 0.22 11.4% 54.5%   

Boise-5 75.4% HPAM 42.5% - - 42.5% 32.9% 

    0.36 56.4% - - 56.4%   

Boise-6  77.5% Brine 45.7% Glycerin 8.8% 54.4% 23.1% 

    13.30 58.9% 0.64 11.3% 70.2%   

Boise-7  77.5% Glycerin 43.7% - - 43.7% 33.7% 

    0.37 56.4% - - 56.4%   

Boise-9  75.6% Glycerin 39.1% HPAM 5.5% 44.6% 31.0% 

    0.12 51.7% 0.14 7.3% 59.0%   

 

5.2.2 Experiment Boise-1 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to establish a baseline waterflood followed 

by a tertiary HPAM flood in Boise sandstone. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 
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1. Prepare a Boise core and flood it with oil until no additional brine effluent 

is observed. 

2. Waterflood with 1.5% NaCl brine. 

3. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine. 

4. Flow rate: Waterflood and HPAM flood at 0.1 ml/min (~0.9 ft/day frontal 

advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.2.1: Boise-1 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 156.4 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity ( ) 0.27     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 19.23 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.9 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.23 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.07 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 15.38 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 475 md     0.07 sec  

  4.69E-09 cm^2         

The HPAM polymer at this concentration and salinity is moderately elastic as 

seen by the        cross-over point of greater than 10. 
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Table 5.2.2.2: Boise-1 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.91 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 0.91 ft/day 

Max Δ P 16 psi  
 

Max Δ P 52.7 psi  

Mobility Ratio 10.18   
 

Mobility Ratio 0.50   

Nvc (k ΔP/σ) 6.85E-06   
 

Nvc (k ΔP/σ) 2.25E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 3.32E-08   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.72E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 0.56 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 11.23 cm^2 cp/min 

      
 

Deborah Number 1.46   

Although the frontal advance velocity is less than 1 ft/day, the observed pressure 

gradients for both floods were quite high.  

Results 

 

Figure 5.2.2.1: Boise-1 Waterflood Pressure Response 
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Figure 5.2.2.2: Boise-1 HPAM Tertiary Flood Pressure Response 

 

Figure 5.2.2.3: Boise-1 Oil Recovery Results 
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Table 5.2.2.3 Boise-1 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.765   

 
End Point Kro 1.024 

End Oil Saturation 0.366 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.033 

Water Flood Recovery 32.9% 42.9% 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.563 

HPAM Flood Recovery 7.1% 9.3% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.634 

Total Recovery 40.0% 52.2% 

 
    

There are three potential explanations for this recovery, none independent: 

1. The elastic nature of the HPAM solution mobilized the 9.3% of OOIP. 

2. The 3X increase in the pressure gradient of the HPAM flood mobilized the 

additional oil (capillary number effect). 

3. The additional conformance related to the more favorable mobility ratio 

contacted and mobilized oil bypassed during the waterflood (microscopic 

displacement sweep or fractional flow effect). 

5.2.3 Experiment Boise-2 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to conduct and HPAM secondary flood for 

comparison with the previous Boise-1 waterflood and HPAM tertiary floods. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine. 

2. Flow rate: HPAM floods at 0.1 ml/min (~0.9 ft/day frontal advance). 
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Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.3.1: Boise-2 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 159.3 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.27     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 20.57 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 12.03 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.56 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.07 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 12.5 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 544 md     0.08 sec  

  5.37E-09 cm^2         

Table 5.2.3.2: Boise-2 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.91 ft/day 

Max Δ P 27.36 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.45   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.33E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.19E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 12.06 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 1.67   
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Results 

 

Figure 5.2.3.1: Boise-2 HPAM Secondary Oil Recovery Results 

This HPAM secondary flood recovered only a fraction more oil than the previous 

waterflood in experiment Boise-1 although the pressure gradient was 1.5X greater. It was 

not clear why this occurred. It was decided to repeat the experiment in a new core with 

the Boise-3 experiment.  

5.2.4 Experiment Boise-3 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to repeat the Boise-2 HPAM secondary 

flood in a higher permeability rock for comparison with the previous both previous 

experiments. In addition, the secondary flood would be followed by another HPAM flood 

at higher concentration. 
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Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

3. HPAM solutions: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine and 1700 ppm in 1.5% 

NaCl brine. 

4. Flow rate: HPAM floods at 0.1 ml/min (~0.9 ft/day frontal advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.4.1: Boise-3 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 161.0 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.28     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 19.4 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.96 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.38 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.07 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 13.5 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 847 md     0.07 sec  

  8.36E-09 cm^2         

Table 5.2.4.2 Boise-3 Second HPAM flood Fluid Properties 

Fluid Properties 

Polymer Bulk Viscosity 23.14 cp @10 sec^-1 

Polymer G' G'' Crossover 17.9 Sec^-1 

  0.06 sec  

The high polymer concentration (1700ppm) for the second flood resulted in a 

higher bulk viscosity but lower measured elasticity.  
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Table 5.2.4.3: Boise-3 HPAM Secondary Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid HPAM 
 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.89 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 0.89 ft/day 

Max Δ P 16.7 psi  
 

Max Δ P 17.5 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.48 
  

Mobility Ratio 0.40   

Nvc (k ΔP/σ) 1.27E-05   
 

Nvc (k ΔP/σ) 1.33E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.78E-07   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 8.09E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 11.16 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 13.31 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 1.25   

 
Deborah Number 0.95   

Results 

 

Figure 5.2.4.1: Boise-3 HPAM Secondary Oil Recovery Results 

Table 5.2.4.4: Boise-3 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.747   

 
End Point Kro 1.062 

End Oil Saturation 0.335 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.033 

HPAM Flood Recovery 41.2% 55.2% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.665 

HPAM 1700ppm Recovery 0.0% 0.0% 

 
    

Total Recovery 41.2% 55.2% 
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Recovery from this secondary flood was 55.2% of OOIP compared with 52.2% 

for the Boise-1 waterflood / tertiarty HPAM combination. This was accomplished with a 

lower pressure, partially compensated by the higher permeability core. The 1700ppm 

HPAM chaser flood recovered only trace amounts of additional oil. 

5.2.5 Experiment Boise-4 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to repeat the Boise-1 waterflood / HPAM 

tertiary flood for comparison. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Waterflood with 1.5% NaCl brine. 

2. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine. 

3. Flow rates: 0.1 ml/min (~0.86 ft/day frontal advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.5.1: Boise-4 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 165.2 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.29     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 21.07 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.91 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.25 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.07 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 13.56 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 1551 md     0.07 sec  

  1.53E-08 cm^2         
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Table 5.2.5.2: Boise-4 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.86 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 0.86 ft/day 

Max Δ P 6.8 psi  
 

Max Δ P 14.66 psi  

Mobility Ratio 4.83 
  

Mobility Ratio 0.22 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 9.49E-06   

 
Nvc (k Δ /σ) 2.05E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 3.32E-08   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.37E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 0.53 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 11.67 cm^2 cp/min 

    
Deborah Number 1.48 

 

Results 

 

Figure 5.2.5.1: Boise-4 Waterflood / Tertiary HPAM Oil Recovery Results 

Table 5.2.5.3: Boise-4 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.719   

 
End Point Kro 0.915 

End Oil Saturation 0.327 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.020 

Water Flood Recovery 0.310 0.431 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.590 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.082 0.114 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.673 

Total Recovery 0.392 0.545 
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This experiment appears to recover substantially more oil than the first waterflood 

/ HPAM tertiary experiment (Boise-1) and does indeed arrive at a lower final saturation 

32.7% versus 36.6%. But the Boise-1 experiment also started with a higher initial oil 

saturation and only recovered 2.3% more of OOIP. 

5.2.6 Experiment Boise-5 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to conduct a slow HPAM secondary flood. 

With additional residence time in larger pores, polymer molecules would be allowed to 

relax and not build up additional normal forces. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. HPAM solutions: 1500 ppm and 1700 ppm in 1.5% NaCl brine. 

2. Flow rate: HPAM floods at 0.01 ml/min (~0.1 ft/day frontal advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.6.1: Boise-5 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 142.4 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.25     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity - cp 

  4.94 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 18.38 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.9 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.23 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.13 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 15.5 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 1576 md     0.06 sec  

  1.56E-08 cm^2         
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Table 5.2.6.2: Boise-5 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.01 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 0.75 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.10 ft/day 

Max Δ P 1.5 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.36   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 2.13E-06   

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.41E-08   

Rapoport-Leas 1.18 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 0.11   

The experiment did remain under the pressure gradient of 1.5 psi/ft and did 

recover similar amount of oil. The experiment duration was 15.3 days. It was, however 

still above the 1 x      threshold for the 
    

 
 computation of the capillary number at 8.9 

x     . 

Results 

In Figure 5.2.6.1, earlier results from the Boise experiment series have been 

elided to avoid confusion. 
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Figure 5.2.6.1: Boise-5 Slow HPAM Secondary Oil Recovery Results 

Table 5.2.6.3: Boise-5 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.754   

 
End Point Kro 0.915 

End Oil Saturation 0.329 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.020 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.425 0.564 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.671 

Total Recovery 0.425 0.564 

 
    

The slow secondary flood in this experiment recovered 56.4% of OOIP. This was 

the highest recovery of the Boise series so far. And the pressure gradient during the flood 

was substantially less than all previous floods. This result contradicts the elastic recovery 

premise as its relative Deborah number was very low. 

5.2.7 Experiment Boise-6 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to conduct a waterflood followed by a 

glycerin secondary flood and compare recovery results. 
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Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Waterflood with 1.5% NaCl brine. 

2. Glycerin solution: 70% glycerin in 1.5% NaCl brine. 

3. Flow rate: Waterflood and HPAM flood at 0.1 ml/min (~1 ft/day frontal 

advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.7.1: Boise-6 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 141.2 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.24     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity 19.7 cp 

  4.93 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity - cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 12 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.48 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.07 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover - Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 2906 md     - sec  

  2.87E-08 cm^2         

Table 5.2.7.2: Boise-6 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.55 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.02 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 1.02 ft/day 

Max Δ P 3.87 psi  
 

Max Δ P 2.66 psi  

Mobility Ratio 13.30 
  

Mobility Ratio 0.64   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.00E-05   
 

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 6.90E-06   

Nvc (u  /σ) 3.32E-08   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.89E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 0.63 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 12.96 cm^2 cp/min 
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The extremely high permeability of this core kept the pressure gradients low 

during both floods. 

Results 

 

Figure 5.2.7.1: Boise-6 Waterflood / Glycerin Tertiary Oil Recovery Results 

The plot in Figure 5.2.7.1 above compares waterflood / HPAM flood of 

experiment Boise-4 with the current waterflood / glycerin flood. This waterflood 

recovered more than the combined floods in experiment Boise-4. And the subsequent 

glycerin flood recovered an additional 8.8 saturation points down to a final oil saturation 

of 23.1%. This is clearly and outlier result and perhaps due to the very high 3 Darcy 

permeability. A comparison of all Boise secondary floods is shown in Figure 5.2.7.2. 
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Figure 5.2.7.2: Boise-6 Comparison of Oil Recovery with Previous Secondary Floods 

Table 5.2.7.3: Boise-6 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.775   

 
End Point Kro 0.760 

End Oil Saturation 0.231 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.032 

Water Flood Recovery 0.457 0.589 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.681 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 0.088 0.113 

 

End Sw Glycerin 
Flood 0.769 

Total Recovery 0.544 0.702 

 
    

 

5.2.8 Experiment Boise-7 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to conduct a glycerin secondary flood for 

comparison with previous results. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 
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1. Glycerin solution: 70% glycerin in 1.5% NaCl. 

2. Flow rate: Glycerin flood at 0.1 ml/min (~1 ft/day frontal advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.8.1: Boise-7 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 146.6 ml   Oil Viscosity 300 cp 

Porosity 0.25     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.947 in   Glycerin Viscosity 22.2 cp 

  4.95 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity - cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 12 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.48 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.21 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover - Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 1304 md     - sec  

  1.29E-08 cm^2         

Table 5.2.8.2: Boise-7 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.50 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.98 ft/day 

Max Δ P 9.98 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.37   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.16E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 7.70E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 14.07 cm^2 cp/min 
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Results 

 

Figure 5.2.8.1: Boise-7 Oil Recovery Results - Comparison to Previous Seondary Floods 

The recovery with this secondary glycerin flood appears to be very similar to that 

of both the previous HPAM secondary flood and the slow secondary HPAM flood. There 

does not appear to be any elastic recovery advantage in this data. 

5.2.9 Experiment Boise-9 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to execute a glycerin secondary flood 

followed by an HPAM tertiary flood. This experiment would be conducted with reduced 

viscosity surrogate oil. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. Surrogate Oil with 7 wt% Decalin added, target viscosity: 150cp. 
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2. Glycerin solution: 70% glycerin in 1.5% NaCl. 

3. HPAM solution: 1500ppm in 1.5% NaCl. 

4. Flow rates: Glycerin and HPAM floods at 0.1 ml/min (~1 ft/day frontal 

advance). 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.2.9.1: Boise-9 Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 147.4 ml   Oil Viscosity 149 cp 

Porosity 0.25     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.954 in   Glycerin Viscosity 23.73 cp 

  4.96 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 19.71 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.97 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  30.40 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.35 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 14.3 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 1563 md     0.07 sec  

  1.54E-08 cm^2         

Table 5.2.9.2: Boise-9 Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 
 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.44 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 7.44 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 0.97 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 0.97 ft/day 

Max Δ P 9.98 psi  
 

Max Δ P 27.36 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.17   
 

Mobility Ratio 0.21   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.40E-05   
 

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 3.83E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 8.18E-07   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.79E-07   

Rapoport-Leas 14.88 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 12.36 cm^2 cp/min 

    
Deborah Number 1.12   
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Results 

 

Figure 5.2.9.1: Boise-9 Oil Recovery Results 

Table 5.2.9.3: Boise-9 Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.756   

 
End Point Kro 0.730 

End Oil Saturation 0.310 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.020 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 39.1% 51.7% 

 
End Sw Glycerin Flood 0.635 

HPAM Flood Recovery 5.5% 7.3% 

 
End Sw Glycerin Flood 0.690 

Total Recovery 44.6% 59.0% 

 
    

Additional oil recovery of the HPAM flood was potentially supported by an 

increase in the observed pressure gradient from 10 psi/ft to 27 psi/ft. 

5.2.10 Intermediate Conclusions 

The following intermediate conclusions are drawn from the Boise series of floods: 
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1. The Boise series of experiments exhibited some support for additional 

mobilization due to elastic forces, but the results were mixed and 

sometimes contradictory. 

2. HPAM floods did recover more oil when run following both  a waterflood 

and a glycerin flood in several instances, but they were accompanied by an 

increased pressure gradient during those flood. 

3. An HPAM flood run at a very low flow rate (potentially eliminating 

elastic effects) recovered slightly more oil than all other secondary floods. 

4. All secondary floods showed very similar recovery results. None exhibited 

trends that were outside the expected experimental variation. 

5. Observed heterogeneity in the Boise cores may have negatively impacted 

results by allowing more bypass of oil during floods with unfavorable 

mobility ratios. Subsequent recovery was more likely a sweep effect that 

might overwhelm an elastic effects present in the experiment. This 

suggested a move to the more homogeneous Bentheimer stone. 
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5.3 BENTHEIMER EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments in this section were all conducted using Bentheimer sandstone and 

were numbered sequentially with names Bent-nY. Bentheimer sandstone is light tan with 

visibly larger grain size than Berea. Some grains do not appear to be spherical and may 

not be as well sorted as Boise.  

 

 

Figure 5.3.1 - Bentheimer Sandstone 

Bentheimer was chosen for this series of experiments for three primary reasons: 

1) It has very high permeability (generally > 2000 md). This provides a great 

deal of flexibility in flow rate selection given pressure gradient constraints. 

2) It is very homogeneous. This was confirmed with multiple saline tracer tests 

shown below. As described in section 2.3.3, heterogeneity in the rock matrix 

can lead to bypassed sections of oil which can obscure whether subsequent 

liberation is due to elastic forces or not. Figure 5.3.1 below displays several 

salinity tracer results from the Bentheimer experiment series. Note that the 7-
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Y Tracer was run with increasing salinity where the other two employed a 

decrease in salinity All other cores displayed very similar results. Each 

example here shows a smooth change in salinity within narrow PV range. 

Integration of these results showed good correlation with volumetric PV 

measurements. 

 

 

Figure 5.3.1: Benthiemer Salinity Tracer Tests 
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3) Bentheimer is a very siliceous sandstone with low clay content. This allowed 

the use of lower salinity brines that broadened the range of elasticity exhibited 

by the HPAM solutions. 

The difficulty with the selection of Bentheimer is the presence of large amounts 

of iron embedded in the rock matrix. The mottled iron appearance is apparent in Figure 

5.3.1 above. As described in section 4.2.5, iron can attack and degrade polyacrylamide 

solutions in-situ. A flushing process was employed to reduce iron concentrations, but this 

often required the injection of 30+ pore volumes at slow rates to arrive at acceptable 

levels. This procedure added almost one week to the core preparation process. 

As with the other Berea and Boise experiment series, some cores were discarded 

due to integrity failures in their fabrication or problems with the execution of the 

experiment. The cores that were discarded were Bent-1Y, Bent-3Y, Bent-4Y, Bent-5Y, 

and Bent-8Y. 

Another change from previous experiments was the use of a surrogate oil (Section 

4.2.3.1) with a room temperature viscosity of ~160 cp (reduced from 300 cp). This 

change was adopted to improve the waterflood mobility ratio and reduce the amount of 

oil bypassed during those floods. 

A fractional flow analysis of waterflood     versus those achieved by the 

Glycerin and HPAM floods is provided in Section 5.3.5 for experiment Bent 7-Y. 

  

5.3.1 Experimental Overview 

Six experiments were conducted in this series. Summarized details of core and 

displacement fluid properties appear in Tables 5.3.1.1, 5.3.1.2, and 5.3.1.2 below. 
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1. Bent 2-Y – Single Phase Experiment to determine the approximate C-

scaling coefficient for HPAM solutions in Bentheimer sandstone. 

2. Bent 6-Y – Core flood series: brine, glycerin, HPAM. Brine and 

glycerin floods intended to fully sweep core to aqueous    . Objective: 

Quantify how much additional oil is recovered with an elastic HPAM 

solution after completion of the brine and glycerin floods. 

3. Bent 7-Y - Core flood series: brine, glycerin, HPAM. The HPAM 

flood will ramp up injection rates from low to high in a series of 4 

steps. Objective: Verify experiment 6-Y results and determine if the 

increasing Deborah number associated with the increasing rates 

impacts oil recovery during the HPAM flood. 

4. Bent 9-Y – Core flood series: brine, glycerin, HPAM. Reduce salinity 

of the aqueous HPAM solvent to 0.1% NaCl, thus increasing the 

elasticity of the HPAM solution. Repeat the injection-rate ramp up of 

Bent 7-Y. Objective: Quantify the effect of  the additional elasticity on 

oil recovery. 

5. Bent-10Y – Core flood series: glycerin then HPAM.  Objectives: 1) 

Compare the secondary glycerin recovery with the recovery of a brine 

flood followed by a glycerin tertiary flood. 2) Quantify and compare 

the amount of oil recovered by the subsequent HPAM flood. 

6. Bent-11Y - Core flood series: HPAM then glycerin. Objectives: 1) 

Compare oil recovery from the secondary HPAM flood with all 

previous flood recovery combinations. 2) Quantify the amount of oil 

(if any) recovered by the subsequent glycerin flood. 
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Table 5.3.1.1: Summary of Bentheimer Experiments 

Experiment Description Distinction 

Bent 2-Y Single Phase HPAM Bentheimer C-factor 

Bent 6-Y Core Floods: Brine, Glycerin, HPAM Base Tertiary Recovery 

Bent 7-Y Core Floods: Brine, Glycerin, HPAM Ramped HPAM Flow Rate 

Bent 9-Y Core Floods: Brine, Glycerin, HPAM 
Ramped HPAM Flow Rate, Higher 
Elasticity 

Bent 10-Y Core Floods: Glycerin, HPAM Secondary Recovery Comparison 

Bent 11-Y Core Floods: HPAM, Glycerin Secondary Recovery Comparison 

 

Table 5.3.1.2: Summary of Bentheimer Core and Fluid Properties 

Core & Fluid Properties 

Experiment  

Perm 
(K) 

(md) 
PV       

(ml) 

Oil  

  
(cp) 

Brine 

    
(cp) 

Glycerin 

         
(cp) 

HPAM 

     
(cp) 

HPAM  

      
(sec) 

Bent 2-Y 0.19 2019 105.8 - - - 46.03 - 

Bent 6-Y 0.23 2398 133.2 149 0.95 37.4 36.38 0.11 

Bent 7-Y 0.23 2125 130.0 162 0.95 40.0 35.4 0.29 

Bent 9-Y 0.23 1597 127.5 162 0.95 38.0 39.6 8.90 

Bent 10-Y 0.24 2215 129.1 162 - 33.4  40.7  4.21 

Bent 11-Y  0.24  2227 135.4 164 -  49.7  49  2.68 
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Table 5.3.1.3:  Summary of Bentheimer Flooding Parameters & Oil Recovery 

Flooding Parameters & Oil Recovery 

    Secondary Flood 1 Secondary Flood 2 Tertiary Flood Total 

Experiment 

Init 
Oil   
So 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /           

% OOIP 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /          

% OOIP 

Kind / 
Mobility 

Ratio 

Recovery 
So /          

% OOIP 

Recovery 
So /           

% OOIP 
Final 
Sat 

Bent 6-Y 82.6% Brine 51.5% Glycerin 9.7% HPAM 6.3% 67.5% 15.1% 

    8.11 62.3% 0.21 11.8% 0.21 7.6% 81.7% 
 Bent 7-Y 87.2% Brine 49.1% Glycerin 6.6% HPAM 2.6% 58.3% 28.9% 

    11.15 56.3% 0.26 7.6% 0.30 3.0% 66.9% 
 Bent 9-Y 88.7% Brine 52.3% Glycerin 6.7% HPAM 0% 59.0% 29.7% 

    12.92 59.0% 0.32 7.5% 0.32 0% 66.5% 
 Bent 10-Y 84.8% Glycerin 47.9% - - HPAM 0.3% 48.2% 36.7% 

    0.71 56.4% - - 1.31   0.4% 56.8%   

Bent 11-Y  86.0% HPAM 44.4% - - Glycerin  9.6% 51.0%  35.1%  

    0.56   51.6% - -  0.56  11.2%  59.2%   

 

5.3.2 Experiment Bent-2Y 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to perform single phase flooding with an 

HPAM polymer solution to determine an approximate C-factor for use with the effective 

shear rate equation 4.3 (repeated here for convenience).  

 

 ̇
   

 = C  
    

  
 

 

    
  

√          
          4.3 

 

In conjunction with the power-low factor n, equation 4.3 will yield effective shear 

rate and thus an estimation of the in-situ viscosity of the displacement fluid. 

Two experiments were actually conducted in this core. The first used a 0.4% 

NaCl brine as the aqueous base for the HPAM polymer solution. This first attempt 
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experienced a large amount of polymer degradation and resulted in a computed C-factor 

of 13, well outside the acceptable range for sandstones. The experiment was then 

repeated with a second polymer solution, this time using a 0.4%        brine. This 

second HPAM solution was measured to be more viscous than the first and as such would 

maintain a stable front during flooding. Higher viscosity was later verified through higher 

pressure drops in the second experiment than those recorded in the first. Only the design 

and results of the second experiment are reported here. 

Experiment Design 

This experiment was conducted with the following steps as prescribed by 

(Fortenberry, 2013, pp. 85-89): 

1. Prepare a 1500 ppm HPAM polymer solution in 0.4%        brine. 

2. Collect a rheometer data for the steady state shear response. 

3. Inject the HPAM solution into the core with a series of increasing flow rates. 

When the measured pressure stabilizes, record the pressure drop and compute 

an apparent viscosity calculated through Darcy’s law. 

4. Verify that the effective viscosity versus shear rate response is a power-law, 

shear thinning relationship. Compare the rheometer and the rate/pressure data 

to determine an appropriate correction factor as shown below. 

Results 

The steady-state shear rate response measured in the rheometer shows: 
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Figure 5.3.2.1: Bent-2Y Bulk Polymer Viscosity (1500 ppm HPAM in 0.4% Na_2 CO_3 

Brine) 

 

From this data, 5 points in the power law region were selected and a line fitted to 

the log-log plot. This resulted in   =    ̇
    = 150.27  ̇      where    is the bulk 

viscosity at the shear rate of 1      . 

 

Figure 5.3.2.2: Bent-2Y Power-law region (1500 ppm HPAM in 0.4% Na_2 CO_3 Brine) 
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The HPAM polymer solution was then injected at varying flow rates into the 

Bent-2 core with the following properties: 

Table 5.3.2.1: Bent-2Y Core Properties 

Core Properties 

Pore Volume 133.2 ml 

Porosity ( ) 0.19   

Diameter 1.97 in 

  5.01 cm 

Length 11.417 in 

  29.00 cm 

Area 19.74 cm^2 

Brine Perm 2019 md 

  1.99E-08 cm^2 

 

Stabilized pressure drops were then recorded as listed in table 5.3.1.2 below. The 

apparent shear rate is computed from equation 4.3 with C = 1,     = 1 and    = 1 (single 

phase flow). The apparent viscosity is computed through Darcy’s Law. Apparent 

viscosity is then plotted against the apparent shear rate in the same range as that for the 

rheometer data (1 to 10       : 
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Figure 5.3.2.3: Measured Apparent Viscosity Bent-2Y Flow Rate Tests 

A line fit results in   =    ̇
    = 102.95  ̇      . The C-factor is then computed 

from: 

C =     
 

                                             5.1                                                   

where 

   = 
     

           
       5.2 

This results in a C-factor of 2.09 for this experiment. This value was then used to 

correct the calculated shear rate to a more accurate equivalent shear rate. 

Table 5.3.2.2: Measured viscosity with corrected, equivalent shear rate 

Frontal 
Advance 
(ft/day) 

Flow 
rate 

(ml/min) 
ΔP (psi) 

Darcy Flux 
(cm/sec) 

Apparent 
Shear rate 

(1/sec) 

Apparent 
Viscosity 

(cp) 

Equivalent 
Shear 
Rate 

(1/sec) 

0.13 0.01 0.58 8.67E-06 0.16 324.69 0.33 

0.65 0.05 1.00 4.33E-05 0.79 111.96 1.66 

1.3 0.1 1.62 8.67E-05 1.59 90.69 3.32 

3.25 0.25 3.04 2.17E-04 3.97 68.07 8.31 

6.49 0.5 5.70 4.33E-04 7.93 63.82 16.58 

9.74 0.75 9.50 6.49E-04 11.91 70.91 24.89 

13 1 14.70 8.67E-04 15.89 82.29 33.22 
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16.2 1.25 22.40 1.08E-03 19.81 100.32 41.40 

19.48 1.5 31.20 1.30E-03 23.82 116.44 49.78 

22.7 1.75 40.80 1.51E-03 27.75 130.52 58.01 

26 2 51.50 1.73E-03 31.79 144.15 66.44 

38.96 3 105.00 2.60E-03 47.63 195.93 99.56 

When this is overlaid on the rheometer data we get good agreement at lower shear 

rates and a clear shear thickening divergence at higher rates (Delshad et al., 2008): 

 

 

Figure 5.3.2.4: Comparison of Rheometer Viscosity and Core Flow Rate Data 

 

5.3.3 Experiment Bent-6Y 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to determine if HPAM could liberate 

additional oil after the completion of both a water flood and a glycerin flood. This was 

the first full oil recovery experiment in Bentheimer sandstone. In every previous 

experiment with Berea and Boise sandstones, a tertiary flood conducted with a 

displacement fluid of higher viscosity liberated substantially more oil. Furthermore, the 
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effluent oil arrived in a consolidated bank after approximately 0.5 PV of injection and 

was not distributed throughout the duration of the flood. An example oil bank is shown in 

following picture. Proceeding left to right, oil is not present in the effluent for some time, 

then arrives in a solid oil bank which eventually tapers off. 

 

 

Figure 5.3.3.1: Bent-6Y Oil Bank example observed in all tertiary floods  

 This recurring response strongly suggests that all waterfloods with an 

unfavorable mobility ratio result in bypassed oil that either cannot be liberated with 

additional injection of water or require many tens to hundreds of pore volume injections 

to fully arrive at residual saturation. The approach in this experiment was to follow the 

waterflood with a non-elastic glycerin flood to arrive at something much closer to “true” 

residual oil saturation. The further premise is that if we follow those secondary and 

tertiary floods with an elastic HPAM flood, then any additional oil recovery could be 

attributed to the elastic nature of that flood. 
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Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. The core was prepared and flushed to an iron concentration < 10 ppm. 

2. Waterflood brine: 0.4% NaCl, 0.25% Sodium Dithionite, pH adjusted with 

0.1M NaOH to ~7.5 

3. Glycerin solution: 78% Glycerin, 22% waterflood brine (item 2 above)  

4. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in waterflood brine. Filtration test required. 

5. Flow rates: waterflood, glycerin, and HPAM floods all @ 0.5 ml/min 

(~5ft/day). Pressure monitored as a proxy for effective viscosity to ensure 

that the HPAM gradient does not exceed that of the glycerin flood. 

Measured Properties & Metrics 

Table 5.3.3.1: Bent 6-Y Core & Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 133.2 ml   Oil Viscosity 149 cp 

Porosity 0.23     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.95 in   Glycerin Viscosity 37.4 cp 

  4.95 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 36.38 cp @10       

Length 11.72 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.77 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.27       Polymer G' G'' Crossover 9.29       

Brine Perm 2398 md     0.11 sec  

  2.37E-08       C Factor 2.09   

      
 

Power Law Exponent 0.487   

 

Rheometer steady rate sweep and dynamic frequency sweep tests were used to 

measure the listed HPAM parameters: 
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Figure 5.3.3.2: Bent 6-Y Steady Rate Test (1500 ppm HPAM in 0.4% NaCl Brine) 

The steady rate sweep test does show clear indications of a plateau at very low 

shear rates, shear thinning at intermediate, shear and even the beginnings of shear 

thickening at very high rates. 

The Frequency Sweep test shown in Figure 5.3.3.3 displays as        cross over 

of 9.3      . This is somewhat lower than the average cross-over of 15 – 17       for 

the previous solutions mixed with 1.5% NaCl brine. 
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Figure 5.3.3.3: Bent-6Y Frequency Sweep Test (1500 ppm HPAM in 0.4% NaCl Brine) 

In general, the frequency sweep test shown below showed a large amount of 

variability over time. Retesting of the same sample and/or a second sample from the same 

batch often resulted in different cross-over values. The important metric to these 

experiments is the relative elasticity for comparison of results. 

Table 5.3.3.2: Bent 6-Y Brine and Glycerin Flood Parameters: 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 37.37 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 37.37 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 5.28 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 5.28 ft/day 

Max Δ P 10 psi  
 

Max Δ P 27.48 psi  

Mobility Ratio 8.11   
 

Mobility Ratio 0.21   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 2.19E-05   
 

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 6.03E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 1.64E-07   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.47E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 3.16 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 124.48 cm^2 cp/min 
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Note that the mobility ratio of the brine flood was unfavorable at 9.26 while the 

glycerin flood had a favorable mobility ratio of 0.24. Capillary numbers for both floods 

are relatively high due to the very high permeability of 2.4 Darcys. The Rapoport-Leas 

scaling factors are both within the range (> 0.5) where capillary end effects are 

negligible. 

Table 5.3.3.3: Bent 6-Y HPAM Flood Parameters 

Injection 3 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 37.37 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 5.28 ft/day 

Max Δ P 27.36 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.21   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 6.00E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.47E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 121.09 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 4.34   

Shear rate high 45.56 sec^-1 

Shear rate low 43.93 sec^-1 

Most of these metrics are quite similar to the values for the glycerin flood which 

was the intent of this design. The high and low shear rates were calculated using equation 

4.3 with the relative permeability term calculated from the end point of the glycerin flood 

and the brine saturations before (high) and after the HPAM flood. These shear rates put 

us at the bottom of the shear thinning region (from the rheometer data) but may also be 

entering the shear thickening region of the in-situ data in Figure 5.3.1.4 above. 

Uncertainty about the actual viscosity was mitigated by ensuring that the flooding 

gradient for HPAM did not increase over that achieved by the previous glycerin flood. 
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Results 

The initial oil saturation after oil flooding was 82.6% with a     of just above 

0.99. The three successive floods resulted in the following recovery response: 

 

 

Figure 5.3.3.4 Bent 6-Y Flooding Series Oil Recovery 

Table 5.3.3.4: Bent 6-Y Flooding Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.826   

 
End Point Kro 1.006 

End Oil Saturation 0.151 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.052 

Water Flood Recovery 51.5% 62.3% 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.689 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 9.7% 11.8% 

 

End Sw Glycerin 
Flood 0.786 

HPAM Flood Recovery 6.3% 7.6% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.849 

Total Recovery 67.5% 81.7% 

 
    

 

The brine flood recovered 51.5 saturation points or 62.3% of the OOIP. Water 

break through was at 0.2 PV. A significant oil bank was observed in both the glycerin and 
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HPAM floods. The glycerin flood recovered an additional 9.7 saturation points of oil 

while the HPAM flood recovered a further 6.3 saturation points.  

Pressure drop across the core was used as a proxy to ensure that the apparent 

viscosity of the HPAM did not significantly exceed the glycerin gradient. The glycerin 

flood resulted in the following pressure response. The obvious concern is that the 

pressure drop does not stabilize but continues to rise as the flood proceeds. This may 

indicate that the glycerin is filtering onto the rock matrix as observed previously for 

polymer in the Berea experiments. 

 

Figure 5.3.3.5: Bent 6-Y Glycerin Flood Pressure Response 
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Figure 5.3.3.6: Bent 6-Y Comparison of Glycerin and HPAM Pressure Response 

The maximum pressure achieved during the HPAM flood (dark blue in Figure 

4.3.3.6) was 27.48 psi, just slightly above the glycerin high of 27.36 (orange yellow). 

This result seems to confirm that HPAM can recover additional oil after the 

previous floods arrive at a non-elastic    . The combination of a brine flood followed by 

a favorable mobility ratio glycerin flood should clear any bypassed oil from the core. But, 

in fact, the elastic HPAM drive delivers another substantial oil bank without an increased 

pressure gradient. There were, however, a couple of anomalies in the results: 

1. Pressure in the glycerin flood was constantly increasing suggesting that 

the non-filtered glycerin solution was slowly filtering onto the rock matrix 

and increasing the resistance factor. This could potentially skew these 

results and would be corrected in the next experiment. 

2. The final oil saturation (15%) is quite low relative to all other 

experiments. 
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3. Pressure data was incompletely collected for this experiment. Waterflood 

pressure response is missing along with one intermediate section (2) 

pressure response. 

Therefore, the next experiment, Bent 7-Y, was essentially a repeat of 6-Y to both 

correct the glycerin filtering omission, fully monitor pressure responses, and verify the oil 

recovery outcome. 

5.3.4 Experiment Bent-7Y 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to repeat experiment Bent 6-Y to find out if 

the results were reliable. In addition, the glycerin solution would be filtered with a 1.2 

 m filter prior to injection to avoid the non-plateau pressure response observed in Bent 6-

Y. Full Pressure data for all floods would be recorded. The HPAM drive would start at a 

low flow rate and then incremented when oil effluents became negligible. This would 

increase the Deborah number for each successive flow rate to test if the lower pore 

residence time for relaxation results in additional oil recovery. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. The core was prepared and flushed to an iron concentration < 10 ppm. 

2. Waterflood brine: 0.4% NaCl, 0.25% Sodium Dithionite, pH adjusted 

with 0.1M NaOH to ~7.5 

3. Glycerin solution: 78% Glycerin, 22% in waterflood brine  

4. HPAM solution: 1500 ppm in waterflood brine 
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5. Flow rates: Brine and glycerin flood @ 0.5 ml/min (~5ft/day). HPAM 

flood at incremental flow rates of 0.1, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.5 ml/min. 

Pressure monitored as a proxy for effective viscosity to ensure that the 

HPAM gradient does not exceed that of the glycerin flood. 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.3.4.1: Bent 7-Y Core & Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 130.0 ml   Oil Viscosity 162 cp 

Porosity 0.23     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.95 in   Glycerin Viscosity 40 cp 

  4.95 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 35.4 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.50 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.20 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.27 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 3.49 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 2125 md     0.29 sec  

  2.10E-08 cm^2   C Factor 2.09   

      
 

Power Law Exponent 0.487   

Note that for this HPAM solution the        cross over was 2.6 times lower than 

the Bent-6Y HPAM, indicating a higher elasticity. 

Table 5.3.4.2: Bent 7-Y Brine and Glycerin Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 37.37 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 37.37 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 5.31 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 5.31 ft/day 

Max Δ P 10 psi  
 

Max Δ P 24.8 psi  

Mobility Ratio 9.16 
  

Mobility Ratio 0.22 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.98E-05   

 
Nvc (k Δ /σ) 4.91E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 1.64E-07   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.92E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 3.11 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 131.15 cm^2 cp/min 
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The mobilities, capillary numbers, and Rapoport-Leas scaling factors of the brine 

and glycerin floods were all quite similar to the Bent 6-Y experiment.  

HPAM flooding occurred at 4 escalating flow rates as shown below. Each flow 

rate resulted in a different stabilized pressure gradients and thus flooding metrics. 

Table 5.3.4.3: Bent 7-Y HPAM Flooding Parameters 

Injection 3 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 0.25 0.35 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.47 18.68 26.16 37.37 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.06 2.65 3.71 5.31 ft/day 

Max Δ P 14.4 19.1 26 39.7 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 2.85E-05 3.78E-05 5.15E-05 7.86E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 1.38E-06 3.46E-06 4.84E-06 6.92E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 23.21 58.04 81.25 116.07 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 2.18 5.45 7.63 10.90   

Shear rate 10.39 25.49 35.69 50.98 sec^-1 

 

The Deborah number was the metric of most interest. As residence time decreases 

with increasing flow rate, the premise is that increasing normal forces could potentially 

mobilize additional oil. In most cases, the likewise increasing pressure gradient would 

also have a strong potential on oil mobilization. In this context, however, the mobile oil 

has already seen that pressure gradient (or greater) in the previously conducted glycerin 

flood. 
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Results 

The initial oil saturation after oil flooding was 87.2% with a     of 1.098. This is 

evidently not uncommon in water-wet rocks (Fortenberry, 2013, p. 44) and occurred 

previously in some Boise experiments. It could also be due to experimental error or some 

permeability degradation due to the swelling of clays at low salinities. The three 

successive floods resulted in the following recovery response: 

 

Figure 5.3.4.1: Bent 7-Y Flood Series Oil Recovery 

Table 5.3.4.4: Bent-7Y Oil Recovery Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.872   

 
End Point Kro 1.098 

End Oil Saturation 0.289 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.059 

Water Flood Recovery 49.1% 56.3% 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.619 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 6.6% 7.6% 

 
End Sw Glycerin Flood 0.685 

HPAM Flood 1 Recovery 2.6% 3.0% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 1 0.711 

HPAM Flood 2 Recovery 0.0% 0.0% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 1 0.711 

HPAM Flood 3 Recovery 0.0% 0.0% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 1 0.711 

HPAM Flood 4 Recovery 0.0% 0.0% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 1 0.711 

Total Recovery 58.3% 66.9% 
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The brine flood recovered 49.1 saturation points or 56.3% of the OOIP. Water 

break through occurred at 0.2 PV. The following pressure profile was observed: 

 

 

Figure 5.3.4.2: Bent 7-Y Waterflood Pressure Profile 

The glycerin tertiary flood recovered 6.6 saturation points of oil as an abrupt oil 

bank after approximately 0.5 PV of injection. The subsequent HPAM flood recovered an 

additional 2.6 saturation points during the first (lowest flow rate) flood. After this small 

recovery at the lowest flow rate, additional flow rate increases recovered no additional 

oil. As shown below, the pressure response remained under the highest glycerin pressure 

gradient of 24.8 psi/ft until the last flow rate of 0.5 ml/min was initiated. Even this higher 

gradient did not liberate more oil. 
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The pressure drop across the individual sections of the core indicate that filtering 

the glycerin solution prior to injection solved the plugging problem observed in the 

previous experiment. This reinforces the need to filter all solutions used in core flooding 

experiments.  

 

 

Figure 5.3.4.3: Bent 7-Y Glycerin and HPAM Flood Pressure Profiles 

The key result of this experiment is that the HPAM did again recover additional 

oil after the combination of brine and glycerin floods. But the amount was modest, just 

2.6%. This recovery also occurred during the flood with the lowest Deborah number and 

did not increase as the Deborah number increased with rate. The pressure gradient also 

increased with each injection rate increase with no additional oil mobilization. Some 

possible interpretations include: 
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1. The HPAM solution was sufficiently elastic at the lower Deborah number 

to mobilize oil due to elastic effects. The threshold elasticity was reached 

and additional effects from the faster flow rate did not add additional 

mobilization potential due to elasticity. 

2. The mobilization observed with the HPAM solution is conformance based, 

providing and more “connected” front to better sweep oil bypassed by the 

less conformant glycerin. 

3. The HPAM solution provides better microscopic sweep efficiency as 

predicted by fractional flow theory. This is more likely than number 2 

above. 

4. Although higher pressure gradient are measured with each rate increase, 

the capillary number relationship for these experimental combinations 

does not push past the inflection point where a lower     would be 

achieved. This implies that an alternative threshold (other than 1 x     ) 

is potentially operative here. 

5.3.4.1 Fractional Flow Analysis 

The question arises whether the tertiary oil bank response that was observed in 

this and every other experiment would have been recovered by the waterflood were it to 

have continued. We employ a fractional flow analysis here to observe how well both 

water break through and observed oil effluent volumes match the Buckley-Leverett (BL) 

model. The relevant parameters from above are: 
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Table 5.3.4.5: Bent 7-Y BL Fluid and End Point Flood Data 

Oil Viscosity 162 cp 

 
End Point Kro 1.098 

Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

 
End Point Krw 0.059 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.872 

  
Initial Sw 0.128 

End Oil Saturation 0.315 

  
End Sw Water Flood 0.619 

    
End Sw Glycerin Flood 0.685 

 In this case we will choose the end oil saturation to be that achieved after the end 

of the glycerin flood (0.315). With an initial water saturation of 0.128, this results in a 

moveable saturation of 0.557. The first step was to plot the actual data for both floods 

then fit the BL cumulative recovery (   ) curve to the actual recovery for the Bent 7-Y 

brine flood. With Corey exponents of 2 for     and 3 for    , the following initial fit was 

plotted: 

 

Figure 5.3.4.4: First Fit of Buckley-Leverett Cumulative Recovery to Actual Data 

Adjusting the Corey exponential values to 1.70 for     and 1.69 for    results in 

a substantially better fit: 
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Figure 5.3.4.5: Best Fit of BL to Actual Data 

The following figures display the relative permeability, total mobility, and water 

fractional flow curves: 

 

Figure 5.3.4.6: Estimated Relative Permeability and Total Mobility 
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Figure 5.3.4.7: Buckley-Leverett Fractional Flow Curve 

Water break through is predicted by Buckley-Leverett at 0.23 PV. Actual break 

through occurred at 0.2 PV. Plotting the fractional flow of oil versus water saturation 

results in: 

 

Figure 5.3.4.8: Comparison of Measured and Calculated Oil Fractional flow 
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If we zoom into portion of the plot at the end of the flood where the fractional 

flow is less than 10%: 

 

Figure 5.3.4.9: Fractional Flow at End of Flood 

The measured oil cut is consistently higher than the values calculated from the 

fractional flow equation. This indicates that either the Corey type relative permeability 

model is not applicable or the Corey parameters vary across the entire range of 

saturations especially at higher saturations at the end of the flood. 

5.3.5 Experiment Bent-9Y 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to repeat experiment Bent 7-Y but to use an 

HPAM solution with a much higher relaxation time and thus Deborah number and higher 

potential for elastic effects. If the research premise is correct, this increased elasticity 

should positively increase oil recovery from the HPAM flood. 
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Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. The core was prepared and flushed to an iron concentration < 10 ppm. 

2. Waterflood brine: 0.1% NaCl, 0.25% Sodium Dithionite, pH adjusted with 

0.1M NaOH to ~7.5. Note that the salinity was reduced to 0.1% from 

0.4% NaCl used in experiment Bent 7-Y. 

3. Glycerin solution: 78% Glycerin, 22% in waterflood brine 

4. HPAM solution: 1000 ppm in waterflood brine. The reduced salinity was 

intended to increase the relaxation time of this solution. The concentration 

was also reduced in an attempt to match the bulk viscosity at 10       to 

that of the glycerin viscosity (~35cp). 

5. Flow rates: Brine and glycerin flood @ 0.5 ml/min (~5ft/day). HPAM 

flood at incremental flow rates of 0.1, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.5 ml/min. Pressure 

monitored as a proxy for effective viscosity to ensure that the HPAM 

gradient does not exceed that of the glycerin flood. 
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Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.3.5.1 Bent 9-Y Core & Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 127.5 ml   Oil Viscosity 162 cp 

Porosity 0.23     Brine Viscosity 0.95 cp 

Diameter 1.95 in   Glycerin Viscosity 38 cp 

  4.95 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 39.6 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.35 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  28.83 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.27 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 0.1124 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 1597 md     8.90 sec  

  1.58E-08 cm^2   C Factor 2.09   

      
 

Power Law Exponent 0.487   

Note that for the Bent 9-Y HPAM solution, the relaxation time was 37 times 

higher than Bent 7-Y solution and 80 times higher than the Bent 6-Y solution. As 

anticipated with the lower salinity, this solution had a dramatically higher elasticity than 

those previously employed. 

Table 5.3.5.2: Bent 9-Y Brine and Glycerin Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 
 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid Brine 
 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 
 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 37.37 cm/day 
 

Darcy Velocity 37.37 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 5.34 ft/day 
 

Frontal Advance 5.34 ft/day 

Max Δ P 10.05 psi  
 

Max Δ P 24.8 psi  

Mobility Ratio 12.17   
 

Mobility Ratio 0.30   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.52E-05   
 

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 3.74E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 1.64E-07   
 

Nvc (u  /σ) 6.57E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 3.10 cm^2 cp/min 
 

Rapoport-Leas 123.87 cm^2 cp/min 
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The mobilities, capillary numbers, and Rapoport-Leas scaling factors of the brine 

and glycerin floods were all quite similar to the Bent 6-Y and Bent 7-Y experiments. 

 HPAM flooding occurred at 4 escalating flow rates as shown below. Each flow 

rate resulted in a different stabilized pressure gradient and thus flooding metrics: 

 

Table 5.3.5.3: Bent 9-Y HPAM Flooding Parameters 

Injection 3 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 0.25 0.35 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.47 18.68 26.16 37.37 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.07 2.67 3.74 5.34 ft/day 

Max Δ P 10.88 23.17 27.9 32.7 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.64E-05 3.49E-05 4.21E-05 4.93E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 1.31E-06 3.29E-06 4.60E-06 6.57E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 25.82 64.54 90.36 129.09 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 72.91 182.27 255.18 364.54   

Shear rate 9.84 24.61 34.45 49.22 sec^-1 

 

The Deborah numbers for these HPAM floods were clearly many times higher 

than those for the Bent 6-Y and Bent 7-Y experiments. It is perhaps instructive to look at 

the steady state sweep test for this polymer. As seen in Figure 5.3.4.1 below, the shear 

rate response appears to have much less of a plateau (or one that bends over less) at much 

lower shear rates and a much longer shear thinning section extending well past 100 

     . At low shear rates (less than 1      ), viscosity moves above 70 cp while at high 

shear rates (at or above 100      ) the viscosity is substantially lower at about 10 cp. 

Shear rates vary throughout the core due to geometry and oil saturation and also 
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throughout the duration of the flood. Thus, these wide ranging in-situ viscosities might 

have a broad impact on local mobility and thus oil production. 

 

Figure 5.3.5.1: Bent 9-Y Steady Rate Test (1000 ppm HPAM in 0.1% NaCl Brine) 
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Results 

The initial oil saturation after oil flooding was 88.7% with a     of 0.967. The 

three successive floods resulted in the following recovery response: 

 

Figure 5.3.5.2: Bent 9-Y Flooding Series Oil Recovery 

Table 5.3.5.5: Bent 9-Y Flooding Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.887   

 
End Point Kro 0.967 

End Oil Saturation 0.297 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.069 

Water Flood Recovery 52.3% 59.0% 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.636 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 6.7% 7.5% 

 

End Sw Glycerin 
Flood 0.703 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.0% 0.0% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.703 

Total Recovery 59.0% 66.5% 

 
    

 

The glycerin tertiary flood recovered 6.7 saturation points, almost exactly what 

the Bent 7-Y experiment recovered. But the more elastic HPAM floods recovered no 

additional oil at any flow rate. The effluent was consistently clear. This, of course, is 
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completely counter to our expectations for this experiment and counter to the basic 

premise of this research. 

Pressure profiles for the glycerin and HPAM floods are shown in Figure 4.3.5.3. 

Apart for some anomalies in the recording, the pressure response of both floods indicates 

an approximate parity in in-situ viscosity with the HPAM exceeding the glycerin at the 

final flow rate of 0.5 ml/min (~5 ft/day). 

 

 

Figure 5.3.5.3:  Bent 9-Y: Glycerin and HPAM floods Pressure Response 
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5.3.6 Experiment Bent-10Y 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to perform a secondary glycerin flood 

followed by a tertiary HPAM flood. The amount of oil recovered from the glycerin 

secondary flood would then be compared with recovery from the previous brine / 

glycerin combination floods. The oil recovery from the HPAM tertiary can also be 

compared with previous HPAM quaternary floods. 

The brine salinity used to prepare the HPAM fluid was again reduced to 0.1% 

with only 0.025% Sodium Dithionite to improve the elasticity of the displacement fluid. 

A second HPAM chaser flood was also undertaken with 1200 ppm and no Dithionite to 

arrive at close to maximum possible elasticity. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. The core was prepared and flushed to an iron concentration < 10 ppm. 

2. Glycerin solution: 78% Glycerin, 22% in 0.1% NaCl, 0.025% Sodium 

Dithionite, pH adjusted brine 

3. Two HPAM solutions: 1) 1000 ppm in 0.1% NaCl and 0.025% Sodium 

Dithionite brine and 2) 1200 ppm in 0.1% NaCl brine and 0% Dithonite.  

4. Glycerin flood flow rate @ 0.5 ml/min (~5ft/day).  

5. First HPAM flood at 0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 ml/day. Pressure monitored as a 

proxy for effective viscosity to ensure that the HPAM gradient does not 

exceed that of the glycerin flood. 
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6. Secondary HPAM flood at flow rates of 0.15, 0.35, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 ml / 

day. Pressure kept under that glycerin ceiling for the 0.15 and 0.35 rates 

but allowed to eventually climb beyond that to observe effects. 

Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.3.6.1: Bent-10Y Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 129.1 ml   Oil Viscosity 162 cp 

Porosity 0.24     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.94 in   Glycerin Viscosity 33.4 cp 

  4.94 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 17.2 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 10.9 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  27.69 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.13 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 11.3 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 2215 md     0.09 sec  

  2.19E-08 cm^2   C Factor 2.09   

      
 

Power Law Exponent 0.487   

The tertiary HPAM flooding fluid (Injection 2) had a fairly modest elasticity with 

a        cross over of 11.3 and a lower bulk viscosity of 17.2 cp at 10      . The 

quaternary flood (Injection 3) had a        cross over of 0.238 and a much higher bulk 

viscosity of 40.74 cp at 10      . Note that the relaxation time of the quaternary flood 

was 47 times greater than the tertiary HPAM injection. 
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Table 5.3.6.2: Bent-10Y Glycerin Secondary Injection 

Injection 1 

Displacement fluid Glycerin 

Flow rate 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 37.64 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 5.07 ft/day 

Max Δ P 18 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.67 
 Nvc (k Δ /σ) 4.14E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 5.82E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 99.18 cm^2 cp/min 

Table 5.3.6.3: Bent-10Y HPAM Tertiary Injection 

Injection 2 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.1 0.25 0.5 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 7.53 18.82 37.64 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.01 2.53 5.07 ft/day 

Max Δ P 7.82 8.2 15.9 psi  

Mobility Ratio 1.31 1.31 1.31   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.70E-05 1.79E-05 3.46E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 1.16E-06 2.91E-06 5.82E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 10.21 25.54 51.07 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 0.22 0.55 1.09   

Shear rate 10.41 26.02 52.03 sec^-1 
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Table 5.3.6.4: Bent-10Y HPAM Quaternary Injection 

Injection 3 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.15 0.35 0.5 0.75 1 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 11.29 26.35 37.64 56.46 75.28 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.52 3.55 5.07 7.60 10.13 ft/day 

Max Δ P 6.9 18 30 47.1 60.6 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 1.50E-05 3.92E-05 6.53E-05 1.03E-04 1.32E-04   

Nvc (u  /σ) 1.75E-06 4.07E-06 5.82E-06 8.73E-06 1.16E-05   

Rapoport-Leas 36.29 84.68 120.97 181.46 241.95 cm^2 cp/min 

Deborah Number 15.62 36.45 52.07 78.11 104.14   

Shear rate   15.61 36.42 52.03 78.05 104.06 sec^-1 

 

Results 

 

Figure 5.3.6.1: Bent 10-Y Flooding Series Oil Recovery 
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Table 5.3.6.5: Bent-10Y Flooding Results 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.848   

 
End Point Kro 1.009 

End Oil Saturation 0.367 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.140 

Water Flood Recovery 0.0% 0.0% 

 
End Sw Water Flood 0.152 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 47.9% 56.4% 

 

End Sw Glycerin 
Flood 0.630 

HPAM Flood Recovery 0.3% 0.4% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.633 

Total Recovery 48.2% 56.8% 

 
    

The glycerin secondary flood recovered 56.4% of the OOIP and most of that 

(96%) within the first 0.63 PV of injection. The moderately elastic tertiary HPAM flood 

recovered no additional oil with completely clear effluent. As seen in Figure 5.3.6.2, the 

pressure of the HPAM flood never exceeded that of the glycerin flood. 

 

Figure 5.3.6.2: Bent-10Y Pressure Response of Glycerin and Tertiary HPAM Floods 

The highly elastic quaternary flood recovered no additional oil for the first two 

flow rates of 0.15 and 0.35 ml/min corresponding to a pressure gradient that was lower 
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than that of the glycerin flood. At the higher flow rates, the pressure gradient rose over 

the glycerin maximum of 18 psi/ft.  

 

 

Figure 5.2.6.3: Bent-10Y Pressure Response Glycerin and Quaternary HPAM Floods 

When the flow rate of 0.5 ml/min was initiated, the pressure rose above the 

glycerin limit of 18 psi and the effluent began to fill with tiny droplets of oil as shown in 

Figure 5.2.6.4. 
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Figure 5.3.6.4: Bent-10Y Effluent with Tiny Droplets 

When the flow rate was increase to 0.75 ml/min (accompanied by an attendant 

increase in the pressure gradient), the density of the oil droplets in the effluent became 

greater. This style of effluent was quite new. The oil did not consolidate into a bank but 

continued to exit the system in small ganglia size droplets for several pore volumes. The 

total amount of oil recovered, however, was estimated at 0.4 ml or 0.37% of OOIP 
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Figure 5.3.6.5: Bent 10-Y Droplet Effluent at Higher Flow Rates 

Two explanations for this style of effluent are possible: 

1. The traditional explanation is that the higher pressure gradient liberated 

more oil because of increased capillary number effects. It moved the 

residual oil     to a new lower level by mobilizing particular geometries 

where a small increment in viscous forces overcame the retentive forces. 

2. The additional flow rate reduced the residence time for this highly elastic 

polymer with high relaxation time. This induced ever increasing strain into 

the polymer molecules, creating normal forces which mobilized this oil 

(One of the basic premises under investigation). 

In addition, the highly elastic nature of this fluid carried oil droplets as they were 

mobilized intact and did not allow them to merge into a consolidated oil bank. 
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This effluent from the quaternary flood was tested in the rheometer immediately 

after a vial completed 10 ml at the 0.5ml/min rate (~20 minutes). The bulk viscosity had 

dropped from 40.7cp to 24.5 cp both at 10      . The relaxation time ( ) had decreased 

from 4.21 to 0.04 seconds. This polymer degradation could be due to oxidation during the 

collection process and some additional salinity acquired while in the core. Effluent 

testing of previous experiments did not experience this amount of degradation. 

 

5.3.7 Experiment Bent-11Y 

Objective 

The objective of this experiment was to perform a secondary HPAM flood and 

compare the amount of oil mobilization with that of the prior experiments. For 

orthogonality with the Bent-10Y experiment, a glycerin flood was executed after 

completion of the HPAM flood to observe if it recovered more oil and in what form it 

exited the core. 

Experiment Design 

The following steps and design parameters were executed during this experiment: 

1. The core was prepared and flushed to an iron concentration < 10 ppm. 

2. HPAM solution: 1200 ppm in 0.1% NaCl brine, 0% Dithionite.  

3. Glycerin solution: 80.3% Glycerin, 19.7%  0.1% NaCl brine 

4. Flow rates: HPAM flood @ 0.15 ml/min (~1.5ft/day). Glycerin flood at 

0.15, 0.3, 0.5 ml/day. Pressure monitored as a proxy for effective 

viscosity. 
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Measured Properties and Metrics 

Table 5.3.7.1: Bent-11Y Core and Fluid Properties 

Core Properties   Fluid Properties 

Pore Volume 135.4 ml   Oil Viscosity 164.5 cp 

Porosity 0.24     Brine Viscosity - cp 

Diameter 1.95 in   Glycerin Viscosity 49.7 cp 

  4.95 cm   Polymer Bulk Viscosity 49 cp @10 sec^-1 

Length 11.5 in   Oil/Brine IFT 25 dynes/cm 

  29.21 cm     5.62E-05 lbf/cm 

Area 19.25 cm^2   Polymer G' G'' Crossover 0.3726 Sec^-1 

Brine Perm 2227 md     2.68 sec  

  2.20E-08 cm^2   C Factor 2.09   

      
 

Power Law Exponent 0.487   

Table 5.3.7.2: Bent-11Y HPAM Secondary Flooding Parameters 

Injection 1 

Displacement fluid HPAM 

Flow rate 0.15 ml/min 

Darcy Velocity 11.22 cm/day 

Frontal Advance 1.53 ft/day 

Max Δ P 26.1 psi  

Mobility Ratio 0.56   

Nvc (k Δ /σ) 5.42E-05   

Nvc (u  /σ) 2.55E-06   

Rapoport-Leas 46.36 cm^2 cp/min 
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 Results 

 

Figure 5.3.7.1: Bent-11Y HPAM Secondary and Bent-10Y Glycerin Secondary Recovery 

Comparison 

The oil recovery from the HPAM secondary flood recovered 51.6% of OOIP, 

4.8% points less than the Bent-10Y glycerin secondary flood. 

In the Bent-11Y experiment, no additional oil was recovered with the tertiary 

glycerin flood until the pressure increased beyond that achieved by the secondary HPAM 

flood (26.1 psi). As shown in Figure 5.3.7.2, the pressure gradient of the glycerin flood 

increased beyond 26.1 psi at 0.23 PV into the injection. Shortly after that, oil effluent was 

produced reducing the oil saturation in the core (orange yellow plot with secondary axis). 

It produced more oil effluent when the flow rate was increased (at 1.22 PV). This 

increased the gradient yet further and mobilized more oil. 
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Figure 5.3.7.2: Bent 11-Y Glycerin Tertiary Recovery 

The glycerin flood recovered a substantial amount of additional oil after the initial 

HPAM flood. The oil also came out primarily in small droplets although its volume 

consolidated rather quickly into a bulk separation. 
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Figure 5.3.7.3: Bent 11-Y Glycerin Flood Oil Effluent 

The total volume of oil effluent was much greater than the reverse flooding order 

of glycerin then HPAM in experiment Bent-10Y. 

Table 5.3.7.3: Bent-11Y Oil Recovery 

Initial Oil Saturation 0.860   

 
End Point Kro 0.834 

End Oil Saturation 0.351 %OOIP 

 
End Point Krw 0.069 

HPAM Flood Recovery 41.3% 48.0% 

 
End Sw HPAM Flood 0.553 

Glycerin Flood Recovery 9.6% 11.2% 

 

End Sw Glycerin 
Flood 0.649 

Total Recovery 51.0% 59.2% 

 
    

 

Using the pressure response of each flood as a measure of in-situ viscosity, we 

note that the steady-state pressure at 1.5 ml/min of the glycerin flood was 53.2 psi. Since 

glycerin is Newtonian, it is constant at all shear rates. The steady state pressure of the 

HPAM flood at 1.5 ml/min was 21.9 psi or ½ lower. This suggests that the in-situ 
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viscosity of the HPAM is ½ the viscosity of the glycerin (49.7cp / 2) or ~25cp. Using the 

rheometer measurement of the shear-thinning profile shown in Figure 5.3.7.4, we reverse 

lookup the shear rate to be 39.8      .  

 

 

Figure 5.3.7.4: Bent-11Y 1200ppm HPAM Steady State Shear Response 

Calculation of the shear rate with equation 4.3 using a C of 2.09 from Section 

5.3.1 results in 16.6, a factor of 2 difference. This highlights the difficulty of estimating 

in-situ viscosity from flow rates and end point water saturations. 

5.3.8 Intermediate Conclusions 

Intermediate conclusions for this series will be rolled into the final conclusions 

presented in Chapter 6. 
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5.4 FLOOD COMPARISONS 

The Section provides a series of plots comparing oil recovery across the three 

sandstones that were used in these experiments. It provides a separate comparison of all 

waterflood and secondary experiments. It provides several cross plots of mobility ratios 

with %OOIP recovery and final oil saturation (   ). Finally, it provides cross plots of 

capillary number versus %OOIP and    . 

5.4.1 Waterflood Experiments 

Three waterflood experiments were conducted in each sandstone, Berea, Boise, 

and Bentheimer. 

 

Figure 5.4.1.1: Waterflood Oil Recovery in Berea Sandstone 
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Figure 5.4.1.2: Waterflood Oil Recovery in Boise Sandstone 

 

Figure 5.4.1.3: Waterflood Oil Recovery in Bentheimer Sandstone 

The three Berea and Bentheimer experiments appear quite similar in both initial 

saturation after oil flooding and final oil saturation after waterflooding. This may, in part, 

be due to their relative homogeneity. The Boise results show much more divergence and 

are perhaps due to the heterogeneity documented in Section 5.2.1. 
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When the results of combined into a single plot, divergence across all sandstones 

becomes more pronounced. These results offer some insight into the difficulty in 

isolating elastic effects when other dimensions of each experiment are more variable. In 

some cases, it does appear that the waterflood has not reached steady state (Bent 6-Y). 

But all floods did wait until effluents had only trace oil. 

 

 

Figure 5.4.1.4: Comparison of All Waterflood Oil Recoveries 
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The mobility ratio is a measure of the stability of a flood. Higher mobility ratios 

lead to lower oil recoveries. Cross-plotting the mobility ratio against both %OOIP 

recovered and final     we get: 

 

 

Figure 5.4.1.5: Flood Mobility Ratio versus %OOIP Recovery and Final Oil Saturation 

While it is difficult to see a trend in these correlations, some correlation can be 

seen in the semi-log plots of capillary number versus both %OOIP and final oil 

saturation. 
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Figure 5.4.1.6: Capillary Number versus %OOIP Recovered 

As the capillary number increases, the amount of recovery should increase as 

well. This is shown in Figure 5.4.1.6. Final oil saturation should also decrease as shown 

in Figure 5.4.1.7. 

 

Figure 5.4.1.7: Capillary Number versus Final Oil Saturation 
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5.4.2 Secondary Experiments 

Secondary experiments were primarily conducted with HPAM and glycerin 

displacement fluids with one flood performed with Xanthan. 

 

 

Figure 5.4.2.1: Secondary Oil Recovery in Berea Sandstone 

 

Figure 5.4.2.2: Secondary Oil Recovery in Boise Sandstone 
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Similar to waterflooding, secondary recoveries in Berea remain rather narrow. 

Other than the Boise-2 experiment, the same trend is seen in Boise secondary 

experiments. It also appears that the recovery performance of glycerin and HPAM is 

essentially the same within experimental variance.  

 

Figure 5.4.2.3: Secondary Oil Recovery in Bentheimer Sandstone 

In these two Bentheimer secondary experiments, the glycerin flood out-performed 

the HPAM flood by 6.5 saturation points and 4.8% of OOIP. 
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Figure 5.4.2.4: Comparison of all Secondary Oil Recoveries 

The combined secondary results also show a great deal of divergence. Such 

comparisons appear to have minimal significance given the inherent variance in these 

sandstones. In some cases, some floods may have been abbreviated once they arrived at 

trace effluents and should have been allowed to run longer. This would confirm that the 

floods did arrive at steady state and avoid the potential to complicate comparison of 

subsequent recovery 
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Figure 5.4.2.5: Secondary HPAM Oil Recoveries 

 

Figure 5.4.2.6: Secondary Xanthan and Glycerin Oil Recoveries 
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Figure 5.2.4.7: Secondary Mobility Ratio versus %OOIP and Final Oil Saturation 

Similar to the waterflood results there is little correlation here. The same can be 

said for Figures 5.4.2.8 and 5.4.2.9 below correlating capillary number with final oil 

saturation and %OOIP. 

 

Figure 5.4.2.8: Capillary Number versus Final Oil Saturation 
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Figure 5.2.4.9: Capillary Number versus %OOIP Recovered 

5.4.3 Tertiary and Quaternary Experiments 

The results of tertiary and quaternary floods are not offered here because of their 

high degree of dependence on the recovery of their preceding floods. Some comparisons 

are offered in the individual results sections of this chapter where illustrative. 

5.4.4 All Experiments 

 

Figure 5.4.4.1: Capillary Number versus Final Oil Saturation (All Experiments) 
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Figure 5.4.4.2: Capillary Number versus %OOIP (All Experiments) 

Capillary number versus %OOIP does appear to have the best correlation 

although the 3 outliers do reduce the tightness of the result. 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions 

 

The following conclusions are on the results of the core flooding experiments 

reported in this thesis: 

1. Several early core flood experiments using Berea sandstone had 

complications and thus did not contribute reliable data, but were useful in terms of 

working out the protocol for subsequent experiments. They include: 

a. Use of moderate permeability Berea outcrop rock with high 

molecular weight HPAM polymer (FP 3630S) displacement solutions may not be 

possible. Polymer filtering was observed in all experiments causing high and 

increasing pressure gradient. The plugging could have been prevented by using 

lower molecular weight polymer such as FP 3330S or higher permeability Berea 

sandstone. 

b. The Boise sandstone cores exhibited a high degree of 

heterogeneity and likely led to additional amounts of bypassed oil during floods 

with unfavorable mobility ratios. Subsequent mobilization of this oil with higher 

viscosity fluids could not be interpreted as a viscoelastic effect of the polymer 

solution. 

c. Higher viscosity oils can also lead to greater amounts of bypass 

during flooding. This lead to the use of surrogate oils with lower viscosity. 

d. Reuse of cores after polymer floods was abandoned due and 

inability to effectively clean the polymers from the core.  This led to high 

hysteresis in both initial oil saturations and recovery measurements. 
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e. Burette collection of the effluent was abandoned due the settling 

time required for water in viscous oil. 

2. Clear evidence that viscoelastic polymers can reduce residual oil 

saturation in water-wet sandstones has proved elusive. Some experimental evidence 

shows support for an elastic effect. Other evidence listed below either contradicts the 

premise or showed little difference between elastic and non-elastic displacement fluids. 

In most cases where results could suggest elastic effects as the cause, alternative 

explanations for the additional oil recovery are possible. 

a. The results from experiments Bent-6Y and Bent-7Y, support the 

premise of an elastic mobilization effect. In those experiments, additional oil was 

recovered with HPAM after previous flooding with both brine and non-elastic 

glycerin. The combination of a waterflood followed by glycerin flood with a 

favorable mobility ratio was intended to bring the core to a non-elastic residual oil 

saturation. Subsequent HPAM recovery with no increase in pressure gradient 

indicates that some HPAM characteristic (likely elasticity) was the reason for the 

mobilization.  

b. Other experiments, namely Berea-6 and Bent-9Y recovered no 

additional oil with this same flooding sequence. The Bent-9Y experiment also 

employed a measured elasticity that was 10 times greater than previous low-

salinity HPAM and 100 times greater than the average elasticity for HPAM fluids 

used in these experiments. 

c. HPAM tertiary floods (after brine flood to trace oil in the effluent) 

recovered additional oil in all cases, but tertiary floods with glycerin and xanthan 

gum polymer recovered as much or more in most comparison experiments. 
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d. Secondary recovery with HPAM was also matched or exceeded by 

glycerin in Boise-2 / Boise-5 / Boise-7 core flood comparisons and matched by 

xanthan gum in the Berea-2 / Berea-3/ Berea-4 core floods. 

e. Slow secondary floods with HPAM (intended to eliminate elastic 

effects by reducing the Deborah number) recovered less oil than other secondary 

floods in the Berea core flood experimental series but more oil than other 

secondary core floods in the Boise sequence. 

f. The final set of comparison experiments in the Bentheimer 

sandstone series showed that the pressure gradient had a dominant effect on oil 

recovery. In the head-to-head secondary experiments Bent-10Y and Bent-11Y, an 

HPAM tertiary flood following a glycerin secondary only produced more oil 

when the flow rate and attendant pressure gradient exceeded that of the previous 

glycerin flood. The same effect was observed in reverse in the Bent-11Y 

experiment when the glycerin tertiary recovered more oil when the previous 

HPAM pressure gradient was exceeded. In fact, the glycerin tertiary flood in 

Bent-11Y recovered substantially more oil (11.2% of OOIP versus 0.4%) than the 

HPAM tertiary flood in the Bent-10Y experiment 

3. There may be a positive elastic effect during HPAM flooding but the 

effect is likely small and detecting it is difficult with the experimental approaches devised 

so far. It is difficult, if not impossible to hold all variables (other than changes to 

elasticity) constant so that true comparison experiments can be observed. Variations in 

fluid rheology, core heterogeneity, initial oil saturation, relative permeability, in-situ 

viscosity, and in-situ elasticity all change from experiment to experiment. This makes 

their individual contributions to recovery difficult to isolate. 
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4. Elasticity was difficult to quantify in these experiments. Polymer 

relaxation time was measureable in the rheometer but measurements were not consistent 

when tested multiple times. Rheometer measurements of polymer effluents showed 

modest degradation in elasticity. It was unclear whether this degradation occurred in-situ 

or after the effluent was emitted from the core. And while it was possible to quantify 

relative elasticity from one HPAM solution to another in these experiments, comparison 

to external measures of elasticity by other researchers (ie Deborah number comparisons) 

were not possible.  

5. Residual oil saturation depends on every aspect of the rock, flooding 

fluids, pressure, temperature, flooding history, and flooding process (see section 2.3), 

which makes it very challenging to correctly interpret from a few experiments using 

different rocks and fluids.  

6. In was often difficult to hold experiments to constraints that would apply 

to real field injections. Pressure gradient limitations require very small flow rates, 

resulting in long experimental times and it is often not practical to conduct all core floods 

for such extended time periods. 
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Chapter 7 – Proposed Future Work 

The results of this research are by no means conclusive. We have, I hope, better 

defined and boundaries the problem. Initial experiments identified the contexts that do 

not produce good results and we have narrowed the experimental process to an approach 

that has highlighted some promising results.  

As such, additional research is warranted to continue quantification of elastic 

effects on residual oil saturation. Future work could entail more core flood experiments, 

CT visualization of oil desaturation, and micro-fluidic experiments as detailed below. 

 

7.1 CORE FLOODING 

Additional core flooding experiments could be conducted with the following 

changes and enhancements to the experimental definition: 

1. Flooding in carbonate stone or synthetic polycarbonate cores (R Seright, 

2011) would expand the investigation to elastic recovery in oil-wet 

systems. These systems would likely have dead-end pores and significant 

oil films that water-wet sandstones do not and as such may offer other 

opportunities for elastic recovery (as described in Section 1.1.2). 

2. Secondary flooding with HPAM, while included in this research, could be 

expanded to focus specifically on the ganglia desaturation (Huh & Pope, 

2008) premise in more detail. Research could focus on how recovery 

changes with varying flow rates and polymer solution elasticity. 

3. Early experiments in this research were conducted with a more viscous 

(300 cp) oil. Later experiments lightened the viscosity to ~160 cp with 
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better results. Yet lighter oil may amplify our promising preliminary 

results yet further. 

4. A series of core flooding experiments could be conducted at reservoir 

temperature. This would, of course, reduce the viscosity of all fluids 

especially the oil, but would likely also change the relative permeability 

profile beyond that impacted by viscosity. Experiments at reservoir 

temperature would also offer additional insights into field applicability. 

5. Almost all experiments presented in this research exceeded the generally 

acceptable field gradient of 1-2 psi/ft. A series of experiments that strictly 

adhere to this limit could be defined and executed. These experiments 

would generally be very lengthy and possibly require special effluent 

collection techniques to prevent effluents from evaporating. 

6. Pressure was used as a proxy to ensure that HPAM drive solutions did not 

exceed the gradients imposed by either the brine flood or the glycerin 

floods. Running experiments at constant pressure would enforce this 

constraint. Such experiments would require effluent rate accounting 

instead of volume accounting. They would also require more constant 

tending as flow rate would vary during the experiment. Care would be 

required to ensure that effluents did not overflow collection tubes as 

combined mobility generally increases. As oil is expelled, resistance to the 

pressure gradient will be reduced allowing greater total fluid flow. 

7. One key uncertainty encountered in this research is how to quantify the 

elasticity of polymer solutions under analysis. Additional research could 

be conducted to identify a more definitive Deborah Number and how it 

can be accurately and consistently measured. The goal would be to 
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identify a comparative metric that can not only be used to judge relative 

elasticity in core flooding experiments but more generally across a variety 

of scales. 

It is also unclear whether polymer solutions undergo significant 

degradation of their elasticity in the core or not. Testing of HPAM effluent 

rheology showed both modest and in one occasion, fairly severely 

degradation in elasticity. This may occur in-situ or after expulsion from 

the core. Additional research may help to qualify which. 

 

7.2 COMPUTER TOMOGRAPHY VISUALIZATION 

The petroleum engineering department at UT - Austin has an x-ray computed 

tomography lab run by Dr. Dicarlo. This lab is set up to conduct core flood experiments 

and simultaneously capture tomographic images (slices of the core) to determine average 

saturations in 1     voxels. The end goal of this research would be to compose a series 

of 3-D video images of oil desaturation in a core. This series would highlight differences 

observed in all combinations of elastic and in-elastic floods in both secondary and tertiary 

modes. 

One result of our current research is that we always see additional recovery after 

waterflood with a more viscous fluid, even non-elastic glycerin. Relatively large oil 

banks are observed with only modest increases in gradient. This implies a significant 

amount of bypassed oil during waterflood. CT scanning may help to identify the 

distribution of that bypassed oil and the local characteristics that may lead to its trapping. 

Although care was taken in our experiments to ensure that the Rapoport-Leas 

scaling coefficient was sufficiently large, it is possible that our experiments included 
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capillary end effect desaturation. CT scanning could be used to verify if such desaturation 

did occur and quantify its amount. The presence of entry effects could also be 

determined. 

7.3 MICRO-FLUIDIC EXPERIMENTS 

Experiments in this thesis were only able to quantify effluent amounts and 

calculate average saturations for the core. Specific trapping and bypassed oil  

mechanisms could only be surmised and not correlated with local conditions. Micro-

fluidic experiments can visualize the mobilization and trapping of oil within local 

geometries and potentially help to identify the physics and mechanical processes at play. 

2D etched pore spaces might also be inspected and even videoed to show the 

mechanisms that mobilize oil with both elastic and non-elastic displacement fluids. 
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Appendix – Nomenclature 

  - Pressure gradient, normally a tensor but taken in this context only in the linear 

dimension along the core. Expressed in psi/ft; 

k – permeability, expressed in Darcys or md (units:        ) 

  - porosity 

cp – centipoise – measure of dynamic viscosity = 1/100 poise = 0.01 
  

      
 

 
 
 - fluid viscosity, typically measured in cp (centipoise) 

q – Injected flow rate (ml/min) 

u – Darcy velocity = 
 

 
, where A is the circular area of the core (units: cm/min) 

v – frontal advance = 
 

 
 ; the velocity of the injected fluid through the core. (units: ft/day) 

    - relative permeability to water 

    - relative permeability to oil 

   - mobility of a particular fluid  

M – mobility ratio 

   – water/brine saturation 

    - residual water saturation 

    – residual oil saturation 

 ̇ - shear rate 

C – shear rate fitting constant 

n – power-law exponent 

    - capillary number 

     - Deborah number 

  - relaxation time (sec) 

  - characteristic residence time (sec) 
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   - storage modulus 

    - loss modulus 

   – capillary pressure (units: psi/ft) 

    – interfacial tension of oil and water (units: dynes/cm) 
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